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ABSTRACT
Under the terms of Contract DA 44-177-AMC-877(T), Hughes Tool

Company, Aircraft Division has conducted a ground and flight test

program on the XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft to demonstrate

the flight feasibility of the Hot Cycle Rotor System.

During the tests, performed from 10 August 1964 through 5 February
1965, the performance, structural qualities, and feasibility of the
Hot Cycle rotor and propulsion system were successfully verified for
all normal helicopter flight modes. Ground tests consisted of pre-
flight and tie-down tests, which provided a functional checkout of the
-lircraft systems and test instrumentation and a final checkout of the
completed aircraft prior to start of flight tests. The 15 hours of
flight testing included evaluation of aircraft and rotor system perform-
ance, flight loads, cooling, and flying qualities in various flight modes.
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SYMBOLS

Symbol Idennut iy Units

Ae Nozzle exit area sq in

An Parasite drag area sq ft

C/A Chromel-alunmel

CF Nozzle thrust coefficient

Cp Specific heat (constant pressure)

CQ Torque coefficient

CT Thrust coefficient

CVe Nozzle velocity coefficient

f Blade duct friction coefficient

F/A Fuel/air ratio

FC Coriolis force lb

Fj Jet thrust lb

FN Net thrust (= jet thrust - coriolis force)

F/S Front spar

I/C Iron-constantan

iCG initial center of gravity

iH Incidence of horizontal stabilizer degrees

Me Nozzle exit mach number

Nf Governor shaft rpm percent

NG Engine rpm percent

NR Main rotor rpm percent

P Pressure psia

"" P Nozzle exit static pressure psia

PLA Power lever angle degrees

PPF Profile power factor

PT Total pressure psia
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Svmbol Identity Unit s

Pt Nozzle exit total pressure psia
e

ST Pressure at station designations (see Figure 17) psia

P 0  Ambient pressure psia

QT Qualification test engines

R Universal gas constant

R/S Rear spar

T Temperature degrees

TC Thermocouple

TT Total temperature degrees

"Tte Total temperature, nozzle exit, deg R

"TT Temperature at station designations degrees
i 2, 3 (see Figure 17)

V. Jet velocity fps

VT Tip speed fps

W Mass flow lb/sec

W Air flow lb/sec
a

Wf Fuel flow lb/hr

WL Waterline

W1, Z, 3 Mass flow at station designations (see Figure 17) lb/sec

YT Preliminary flight rating test engine

Z/D Rotor height/diameter

y Ratio of specific heats

Ye Ratio of specific heats at nozzle exit

a Relative absolute pressure, P/P 0

AT Ideal temperature drop for given ratio of

gas pressure to ambient pressure

o Relative absolute temperature, T/T 0

00. 75R Collective-pitch angle at 75-percent blade degrees
radius
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INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of ground and flight tests of the U. S.
Army XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft (see Figure 1). The air-
craft was designed and constructed by Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft

Division, Culver City, California, under contract to the Unitc 1 States
Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories (USAAVLABS), Fort Eustis,

Virginia.

Testing was accomplished by the contractor at Culver City, California,
during the period 10 August 1964 through 5 February 1965. Ground
tests consisted of preflight and tie-down tests to provide a functional
checkout of the aircraft systems and test instrumentation and a final
checkout of the completed aircraft prior to start of flight tests. Flight
tests included evaluation of aircraft and rotor system performance,

flight loads, component temperatures, and flying qualities in various
flight modes.

GROUND TESTS

SPreflight tests consisted cf functional checkout of the hydraulic system,
flight controls, engine controls, rotor lubrication system, electrical
system, and fuel system, and runup of the General Electric YT-64 gas
generators to maximum power with divert.- valves overboard. In
addition, a fuselage shake test was conducted to determine the natural
frequencies of the basic airframe components.

4.1/ Tie-down tests coneisted of rotor shakedown and functional checkout of
the complete Hot Cy,.le propulsion system including rotor controls, up
to maximum collective-pitch angle at design rotor speed with the air-
craft restrained by a cable ar.-rrangeement. Also accomplished was
checkout of the rotor-speed-governing system and single-engine rotor
operation. Tie-down tests consisted of 19 runs for a total duration of
13 hours and 20 minutes of rotor operation prior to start of flight test.

FLIGHT TESTS

The first flight of the XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft was con-
ducted on 5 November 1964. .During the flight test program, 21 flights

were conducted for a total duration of 15 hours and 42. minutes of
flight time. Flight tests consisted of steady hovering, hovering turns,

sideward and rearward flight, transition to forward flight, climb, level
flight, descent, approach to hover, and landing. Data were recorded
for evaluation of XV-9A performance, stability, controllability, -

1i



operti~.-,charctei-sic 
7 

f-l
5

~ qujalitiesO, structLural loads~ dZ1U tern-

peratures, and vibration levels for the vairious flight conditions.
Sound power data, rotor downwash velocity, and static electricity

I buildup were also recorded.

In generaL, all test flights were of an exploratory nature, since the
*. XV-9A was the first aircraft to fly with the Hot Cycle propulsion

system. The XV-9A was flown by the contractor's chief engineering
test pilot during this program. The flight test program was success-
fully completed on 5 February 1965.
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CONCLUSIONS

The XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft completed a 15-hour-4Z-
minute flight test program and successfully accomplished the test
objectives called for by the Flight Test Program Plan (Reference 1).
The test program was accomplished with no major incidents, delays,
or failures connected with either the Hot Cycle propulsion system or
the associated XV-9A airframe and components.

The v-erformance, structural qualities, and feasibility of the Hot Cycle
rotor and propulsion system previously demonstrated during whirl
tests were verified during the XV-9A flight test program for all normal
helicopter flight modes. The flight test program ftirther verified the
feasibility of the Hot Cycle system for integration into a flight qualified
aircraft having a high payload to empty weight capability.

The flying qualities of the Hot Cycle rotor system were found to be
adequate for this type of research aircraft, and for continued flight
envelope expansion after incorporation of the recommendations that
follow.

The simplicity and low maintenance czharacteristics of the Hot Cycle
rotor system permitted continued operation during the ground and flight
test program, with no repair, replacement, or modification of any
major rotor component from aircraft rollout until completion of flight
testing.

3



RECOMMENDATIONS

a The following recommendations are made for further flight testing:

1. Inspect blade spars, retention straps, blade components,
"A rotor hub, and the XV-9A airframe and systems.

2. Investigate means of obtaining increased cyclic and
collective-pitch control.

3. Change directional control system to permit full range of
yaw control valve opening.

4. Install UHF radio communications system.

5. Remove engine crossflow indicator and warn-divert system.

6. Install a simplified engine low-speed warning indicating
system.

7. Recalibrate test instrumentation.

8. Perform additional maintenance items as required, following
inspection, to prepare the aircraft and systems for further
flight testing.

9. Modify rotor-speed-governing system to minimize tendency
to drift.

4
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SUMMARY

The ground and flight test program of the XV-9A Hot Cycle Research
Aircraft was completed on 5 February 1965. The results, together
with an analysis of the significant portions of the test data recorded,
including qualitative comments and observations, are presented in this
report.

The aircraft was extensively instrumented for measurement of struc-
tural loads, temperatures, performance, vibration, control positions,
rates, and attitudes prior to start of tie-down and flight tests. The
instrumentation systems that produced these data were calibratcd prior
to start of testing and, where appropriate, recalibrated during the
course of the test program to ensure maximum accuracy of results.
For a description of the test aircraft refer to the section so titled, on
page 101. A description of the test instrumentation systems is given
in Appendix I.

Flight testing was accomplished within the Hughes Culver City flying
area, where restricted air space available was a limiting factor for
the maximum flight parameters that could be achieved during this
program. Within the allowable air space and flight speed limitations
imposed by the FAA for such experimental operations in this area, all
normal helicopter flight modes were achieved and evaluated. These
included lift-off to hover, steady hovering flight, hovering turns, side-
ward and rearward flight, climb, level flight, minimum power descents,
appoch to hover, and land•in

5--N
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GROUND TESTS

Preflight and tie-down tests were conducted in accordance with Refer-
ence 2 during the period 10 August through 4 November 1964. The
following preflight tests were accomplished satisfactorily:

Hydraulic system - functional checkout
Flight control system - rigging, functional checkout, and proof

loading
Rotor lubrication system - functional checkout
Electrical system - functional checkout
Fuselage - shake test
Engine - runup

Tie-down tests were conducted during the period 17 September
through 4 November 1964. A total of 19 runs was accomplished, for
a total rotor operating time of 13 hours and 20 minutes, A summary
of engine runs and tie-down test runs is shown in Table I. The follow-
ing tie-down test items were accomplished:

Rotor and systems shakedown
Rotor tracking and balance
Rotor and systems functional checkout
Rotor-airframe vibration investigation
Ground instability test
Engine nacelle and fuselage cooling
Rotor- speed- governing checkout
Single-engine rotor operation

The ground tests provided a complete functional checkout of the XV-9A
aircraft, including rotor and controls, YT-64 gas generators, diverter
valves-, hot -as ducts, a.i.raft systems, yaw control valve, tip cascade
nozzles, rotor governing, and test instrumentation, prior to first flight.
Tie-down tests were conducted with the aircraft tethered with lesser
amounts of restraint during final runs to permit limited aircraft lift-
off.

Single-engine capability of the Hot Cycle system was satisfactorily
demonstrated by actuating one diverter valve to overboard position and
closing the blade-tip cascade nozzles to single-engine position with the
rotor operating at normal speed. Single-engine power control and

6
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governing characteristics were evaluated, and the single-engine rotor

power available was deternmined,

The rotor-governing system, using the Nf power turoine governing
function of the YT-64 fuel controls and a hydraulic rotor-speed feed-
back system, was tested and adjusted for ilight. Rotor governing dur-
ing collective-pitch transients equivalent to those required for takeoff
to hover and hover to landing was successfully demonstrated.

A fuselage shake test was conducted to determine the natural frequen-
cies of the basic airframe structure with engines and equipment
installed. The results of theae tests were utilized to determine proper
location of fuselage ballast to minimize vibration levels in flight.

PREFLIGHT TEST RESULTS

Preflight tests were conducted after factory completion of the aircraft

to accomplish functional checkout of the aircraft systems, rigging and
controls checkout, and engine runup. Test instrunentation was
installed and calibrated during this period. A fuselage shake test was
conducted to determine the structural frequency characteristics of the

XV-9A airframe. The following tests were accomplished.

1. Hydraulic System - Functional Checkout

This test was accomplished by means of a ground hydraulic power
supply cart connected to each of the XV-9A 3500-psi hydraulic
systems. The following items were accomplished:

Pressure test, each system to 3500 psi
Bleeding and purging, both systems
Filling and servicing, both systems
Diverter valve operational checkout
Rotor controls operational checkout

Operation of the hydraulic systems, diverter valves, and rotor
control servo ac.tuators was norinal during these tests.

Additional bleeding of the bydraulic systems was accomplished
while motoring the engines by means of the MA-1 GTC starting
unit and during initial rotor operation.

The XV-9A hydraulic systems contain closed precharged reser-
voirs that require filling by means of an external hydraulic cart.
The small volume of fluid contained in the system necessitates

9
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thorough bleeding prior to initial operation to eliminate trapped
air; however, after this initial bleeding operation, the system
maintenance was very low and trouble-free.

The engine-driven pumps developed 3500-psi pressure at all
engine speeds from 10-percent NG and greater.

2. Flight Controls

a. Rigging and Proof Loads

The flight control pilot linkage rods and the power control linkage
were preadjusted prior to final assembly in the aircraft to mini-
mize the system rigging and checkout.

The XV-9A rotor controls were rigged and adjusted with the air-

craft jacked into position with the rotor shaft vertical, the swash-
plate level, and the hub blocked level. The pitch arm ]'lks on the
upper torque arm assemblies were adjusted to make the three
blade pitch angles equal for all azimuth positions. The three con-
trol servo actuator strokes were set prior to assembly.

After initial adjustment, the hub was unblocked and the longitudinal
cyclic, lateral cyclic, and collective-pitch throws were checked
by measuring the actual blade pitch angle at blade Station 91 by
means of a precision inclinometer.

The pilot's cyclic stick stops were fabricated after the initial
rigging adjustments were completed. These stops were located
in the cockpit on the pilot linkage. Control system interference
checks and corrections were made during the course of initial
rigging checks.

Initial rotor rigging was adjusted for a collective-pitch angle of
00. 75R = 0 degrees for full down collective. This was later
rhanged to 0. 75 = -2. 0 degrees during theflight testprogramto
achieve satisfactory rotor speed during minimum power descents.

The rotor control deflections available to the pilot during the final
portion of the flight test program were as follows:

Longitudinal cyclic +10 degrees
"Lateral cyclic ;f7 degrees
"Collective -2 degrees to +10 degrees

10
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Rudder and yaw valve rigging were accomplished by initially

blocking the yaw pedals neutral and making adjustments in the

cable system turnbuckles to rig the yaw valve neutral. Rudder
surfaces were rigged to neutral by adjustment of the push-pull

tube rod ends.

b. Control System Proof Loading

The pilot's cyclic, collective, and yaw controls were proof-loaded
in accordance with Reference 2. No permanent deforination or
adverse effect was incurred.

The rotor power linkage was proof-loaded to 3, 470 pounds in
accordance with Reference 2, except that hydraulic pressure was
maintained in the system to prevent possible internal damage to
the control servo actuators.

3. Engine Controls - Rigging, and Functional Checkout

The engine power control system was rigged and adjusted by
means of protractors temporarily installed on the engine fuel con-

trol speed signal shafts. Rigging and adjustment were accom-
plished in accordance with Reference 2.

a. Power Control Lever Rigging and Clearance Check

The power control levers were rigged at the following positions
and power lever angles (PLA) were measured on the fuel control
speed -igna• l sh• f &.

PLA
Quadrant Position (deg)

Off 0

Idle 31.5
Military 71. 5

Maximum 121.5

Following completion of rigging adjustments, the power control
lever system was actuated and was inspected for proper clearances
between moving parts and structure.

Friction check :2 pounds required at top of power le\er
Proof load 25 pounds

11[



b. Collective Coordination and Twist Grip Rigging

The collective-PLA coordination linkage was adjusted for the fol-

lowing positions:
PLA (both)

Collective Position Oeg)

Full down 82. 5
Full up 112. 5

Twist grip rigging was adjusted for 30-degree PLA authority for
all positions of the collective-pitch control. Considerable slop
was found in the twist grip system, which was partially corrected
by replacement of the collective override spring with a stronger
spring.

A modification to the power control lever quadrant was accom-
plished prior to start of flight testing to perlnit movement of the
individual power levers to OFF with collective control full up.

The twist grip authority of 30-degree PLA was found 4nsatisfac-
tory for some flight conditions, and required pilot manipulation
of the individual power levers in flight for largr. power changes.

c. Friction Checks and Proof Loading

The power control levers were proof-loaded to 25 pounds with
the speed signal shafts held fixed. No permanent deformation or
damage resulted. The power lever breakout and movingw friction
were 2. 00 and 1. 75 pounds, respectively, for all covditions.

4. Rotor Lubrication System

The rotor lubrication system was checked out by means of an
auxiliary ground cart to purge air from the pressure lines, adjust
the flow control valves, and to verify proper operation of the

a. Purging

The auxiliary ground cart was hooked up to the rotor lubrication
system by means of jumper lines, and the auxiliary pump was
operated at 2150 rpm for 30 minutes, causing MIL-L-6082B
Grade 1100 oil to circulate through all pressure and return lines.

12



The upper radial bearing and lower thrust bearing were jumpered
at this time to allow oil to flow from pressure lines directly into

return lines.

b. Adjustment of Flow Control Valves

The flow to the upper and lower bearings was measured with a
stopwatch, and the valves were adjusted to obtain the following

flows:

Upper bearing 2 quarts per minute
Lower bearing 1 quart per minute

c. Functional Checkout of Complete System

The auxiliary ground cart was hooked up tc both pressure and
scavenge lines and operated at 2150 rpm for 30 minutes. Opera-

tion was normal.

During the flight test program it was determined that additional

cooling was required for the rotor lube oil, and finned tubing was
installed in the return line (preflight 16) and a cooler and 28-volt

d-c blower were incorporated (preflight 21). No further cooling
problems were then encountered.

5. Electrical System

a. Continuity Checkout

The XV-9A electrical system wiring was continuity-tested to verify
proper installation prior to functional checkout.

b. Electrical Functional Checkout

The operational checkout of all electrical equipment was satisfac-
torily accomplished in accordance with Reference 2, by means of
a 28-volt d-c rectifier cart hooked up to the XV-9A system.

c. Fire Detection and Fire Extinguishing Systems

These systems were functionally tested and found satisfactory. In
future designs, an improved engine fire warning display is recom-

mended. The engine nacelle fire extinguishing provisions were

considered adequate; however, on future aircraft an individual
extinguishing agent bottle for each nacelle is recommended.

13
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d. D-C Generator Operation

During initial engine runs and tie-down test runs, the d-c genera-
tors would not come on the line when the generator line switches
were closed. Investigation by Hughes Tool Company Aircraft
Division and by the General Electric Company determined that the
commutators had a high-resistance film that prevented voltage
buildup. The generators were returned to General Electric
Company for rework, and the problem was corrected,

Maximum electrical load dur ng flight with all equipment and test
instrumentation operating was approximately 150 amperes. Each
generator is rated for continuous operation at 150 amperes. Nor-

Srmally, both generators were kept on the line with approximately

balanced electrical load.

6. Fuel System

a. Fuel System Functional Checkout

T1.e XV-9A fuel system was pressure-tested for leaks, and the
fuel quantity system and fuel low-level warning system were
calibrated and functionally checked out prior to engine runup.

b. Fuel System Pressure Test

An air source and pressure regulator- were connected to the fuel
supply lines, and all lines and f-'.:±Ings were pressure-tested to
75 psig.

c. Fuel System Filling and Leak Test

The fuel tanks were filled with JP-4 fuel and all fuel tank areas
were inspected for fuel leakage. Fuel tank and firewall shutoff
valves were opened, and boost pumps were turned on to check for
leaks with JP-4 fuel in the system. Proper operation of all shut-
off valves and pumps wts determined.

d. Fuel Quantity System and Low-Level Warning System Calibration

The fuel quantity system was calibrated for each tank by remov-
ing all fuel and filling the tank in 20-gallon increments of JP-4 to
maximum capacity. Maximum tank capacity was 245 gallons.
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The low-levOl warning lights wvcrc acuatcd with 50 gallons of fuel
rcmaining. This provides approxiiiiately 20-nminute hovering
flight duration at 15, 000-pound g-ross weight.

The fuel quantity indicating system was fairly linear, but was
affected by attitude changes in flight. The dual-needle fuel quantity
indicator was difficult to read accurately in flight, and is not rec-
omrmended for use on future designs.

7. Fuselage Shake Test

A shake test of the aircraft was performed with the fuselage sus-
pended from an overhead attach point by rubber shock cords. The
aizcraft was in a reduced empty weight condition (no fuel or pay-
load, and rotor blades not installed). Accelerometers were
located at several positions along the fuselage and engine nacelles,
and were oriented to read parallel to the applied shake force at
the rotor head (first fore and aft and then lateral).

Figure 2 shows the acceleration at the pilot's seat versus fre-
quency of applied shake force (from 6 to 30 cps) in the vertical
(fore and aft force) and lateral (lateral force) directions. The
same type of infornmation is shown in Figure 3 for the tip of the
horizontal stabilizer. Maximum response in this empty weight
condition is seen to occur between 11. 5 and 12. 2 cycles per sec-
ond. Since the 3-per-rev forcing frequency of the rotor is 12
cycles per second at 100-percent rotor speed (243 rpm), response
of the aircraft is of interest because of the closeness to resonance.

The measured mode shape at empty weight of the lowest fuselage
and of the nacelle vertical bending mode is shown in Figure 4 for
11. 6 cycles per second shake frequency. Also shown in that
figure are the calculated mode shape and frequency of this funda-
mental mode in the full gross weight condition. It is seen that
the frequency of this mode is predicted to drop to 9. 4 cps, and
that acceleration at the pilot's seat is reduced to appcnxirxniateIy
40 percent. During flight tests at near design gross weight
(discussed under Flight Test Results), the natural frequency
of the lowest mode (detected by engine-located accelerometers)
was found to be less than 10 cycles per second. This value was
determined by observing engine vibration during flight at
reduced rotor speed, where frequency at lowest operating rotor
speed (approximately 90-percent rpm) started to approach a reso-
nance, and appreciable engine response was noted. Flight tests
at full gross weight therefore confirm the results predicted from -
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the shake tests at reduced empty weight; that is, the lowest fuse-
lage bending frequency would be below the frequency corresponding

to 3 times the lowest operating rotor speed.

8. Engine Runup

Engine runup tests were accomplished for functional checkout of
the Y'i-64 gas generators with diverter valves in overboard posi-

tion, in accordance with Section 9. 0 of Reference 2. Two engine
runs were made, for a total operating time of 2 hours and 9 min-

utes on Engine 027-lA and 1 hour and 39 minutes on Engine 101-3A.

The following test items were accomplished during engine runup:

Engine-start and steady-state operation to 100-percent NG
Fuel system functional test

Hydraulic system JIeckout
Electrical system checkout
Engine and nacelle cooling data

Cockpit ca-bon monoxide concentration

a. Engine Operation

This was the initial YT-64 engine operation in the completed
XV-9A aircraft, and the first operation of the flight quality YT-64
gas generators with modified first-stage compressor blading.
Data were recorded for starting, acceleration, and steady-state

operation up to 100-percent NG on both engines.

b. Fuel System Functional Test

Both engines were operated tank to engine with boost pumps on
and off, and on crossfeed with boost pumps on and off, to verify

proper fuel system operation up to 100-percent NG power setting.

c. Hydraulic and Electrical System Checkout

Hydraulic system operation was normal, including operation of
rotor controls and diverter valves.

The engine-driven 2 8-volt d-c generators did not function, and -

the run was made on external power. The generator problem was
resolved later by General Electric during tie-down tests.
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d. Engine and Nacelle Cooling Data

Structural temperatures, equipment temperatures, and air tem-
peratures were recorded in the engine, nacelle, and pylon struc-

ture, and at various points within the nacelle during engine
operation up to 100-percent NG. Cooling was determined to be
adequate for operation of the YT-64 gas generators at maximum
power with diverter valves overboard.

e. Cockpit Carbon Monoxide Concentration

Carbon monoxide concentration was measured using an MSA CO

detector, and was found to be negligible for all conditions.

TIE-DOWN TEST RESULTS

The completed XV-9A aircraft was te3ted on a tie-down pad with cable
restraints attached to the upper main landing gea: strut fittings and
the tail gear tie-down fitting for restraint in the vertical, lateral, and

longitudinal directions during engine and rotor operation.

A summary of preflight engine runs and tie-down test runs has been
shown in Table I. A total. of 19 test runs was made, for a total rotor
operating time of 13 hours and 20 minutes. Engine operating time at
completion of tie-down testing was 21 hours and 24 minutes on Engine
027-lA and 20 hours and 32 minutes on Engine 101-3A. The following

tests were accomplished:

Rotor and system shakedown
Rotor tracking and balance
Rotor and systems functional checkout
Rotor- airframe vibration inve stigati on
Ground instability test
Engine nacelle and fuselage cooling verification
Rotor-speed-governing checkout and adjustment
Single-engine rotor operation

1. Rotor Tracking and Balance

Rotor blade tracking and balance were accomplished during runs
I to 6, and iatisfactory results were obtained. Rotor track was

observed visually, using an engineering transit set up some dis-

tance from the aircraft and colorea t±pc strips on the blade tips
oriented in a manner to permit blade identification with the rotor

20
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turning. Individual blade adjustments were accomplished by
means of the upper control system pitch links.

Rotor balance was accomplished by monitoring the fuselage longe-
ron strain gages on a direct-writing oscillograph and placing
small weights near the blade tips according to the rotor unbalance
condition indicated by the traces.

After completion of the tracking and b-lance adjustments, the
1-per-rev vibration was negligible, and no further adjustments
were required during tie-down testing.

2. Rotor and Systems Functional Checkout

The complete aircraft, including rotor controls, power controls,
yaw control, electrical system, hydraulic system, diverter valves,
rotor governing, tip cascades, instruments, communications, and
test instrumentation, was operated and functionally checked out
for flight during tie-down tests. The following items were accom-
plished:

a. Stabilized engine and rotor operation for
0 = 0, Z, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 degrees at NR = 100 percent

b. Collective pitch-power transients from 0 = 2 degrees--,9 degrees
--- 2 degrees

c. Cyclic control deflections, ±10 degrees longitudinal and ±5 degrees
lateral

d. Rotor structural loads and temperatures up to 6 = 10 degrees at
NR = 100 percent

e. Control system checkout on single hydraulic system
f. Yaw valve operational checkout
g. Rotor start-up, acceleration to 100-percent NR, and shutdown
h. Rotor-governing setup and Nf adjustment
i. Engine nacelle and fuselage cooling verification

3. Airframe Vibration Investigation

During initial tie-down tests with restraint cables tight, vertical
vibration at the cockpit and at the engine nacelles was encountered
at a frequency of 10 to 12 cycles per second. This vibration
increased in amplitude with increased collective pitch, and
became objectionable to the pilot at collective -pitch angles of more
than 5 degrees. The initial tie-down tests were conducted with-
out the fuselage ballast installed, and the starting gross weight
with full fuel was approximately 13, 700 pounds. This vibratory
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mode of the fuselage and engine nacelles was previously observed
during fuselage shake tests (see Figure 4) where the natural fre-
quency of the fuselage and engine nacelles was close to 3 per rev
(12 cps).

Weights were installed on the forward engine mount truss on each
nacelle, to reduce the natural bending frequency of the nacelle
structure and reduce the vibration level near 3 per rev. A weight
was also installed on the tail landing gear, to reduce fuselage
bending frequency.

Test runs were also made with the tie-down cables slackened to
evaluate the effect of increased damping provided by the oleo struts
and tires. The effect of slackening the cab.les was to reduce vibra-
tion levels.

The description of the configurations tested and tabulation of the
vibration levels measured by accelerometers located at various
positions are shown in Table II. Configuration C, which had 300
pounds of ballast installed on each engine nacelle, produced the
best results.

The fuselage ballast, approximately 1, 600 pounds, was installed
in the aircraft prior to tie-down run 12 and remained for subse-
quent runs. The engine nacelle weights were removed to permit
installation of nacelle cowling for cooling data.

As pointed out previously, analysis of empty weight fuselage
shake test data, Figure 4, indicated that the fuselage natural
bending frequency would be appreciably reduced at the design
gross weight of 15, 300 pounds. Ins 'ction of the mode shape for
design gross weight indicates that vibration would be further
reduced by installing additional ballast in the cockpit are%. (The
cockpit is one of the antinodes and one of the most effic..cnt loca-
tions for ballast weights. ) Cockpit ballast (345 pounds) was
installed prior to tie-don run 14.

These changes produced a satisfactory reduction of vibration levels
"for flight operation of the XV-9A as a research aircraft for Hot
Cycle system test and evaluation, but the installations were not
optimized because of the short duration of the program.

For flight test, the cockpit ballast was reduced to 250 pounds and
the nacelle weights reduced. to 200 pounds, because of space
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Slitations. Th• in-flight vibration characteristics are discussed

under Flight Test Results,

4. Ground Instability TestU
Ground instability tests were accomplished during run 15 in
accordance with Section 12. 0 of Reference 2.

Cyclic excitation was applied by the pilot by moving the cyclic
stick in a circular motion at various frequencies from 0 to 5 cps
for approximately 1-degree amplitude with collective-pitch settings

of 2 degrees and 5 degrees at 90-, 95-, and 100-percent NR.

Analysis of oscillograph records showed no evidence of mechanical
instability. Chordwise blade loads were near or exceeded the
maximum allowable, where stick motion was near 0. 4 per rev
(1. 6 cps). Stick motion at 0. 4 per rev excites a frequency of 1. 4
per rev in the rotating system. Since the blade chordwise natural
frequency is 1.4 per rev, high chordwise moments are encoun-
tered during this type of excitation.

5. Rotor Governing

Rotor-speed governing for the XV-9A was accomplished using the
standard fuel control mechanism on the YT-64 engines with an
input from collective position to compensate for governor droop.
It was not feasible to introduce a measure of rotor speed to the
fuel control with a short flexible cable %13i inches long on a stand-
ard installation) because a cable length of 17 feet would be required,
from the rotor to the front face of each fuel control. A hydraulic
feedback link was used, which included a hydraulic pump at the
rotor, a hydraulic motor at the fuel control, lines between the
pump and motor, and a bypass line with a needle valve, to obtain

the desired fuel control input speed at 100-percent rotor speed.

L-nitial tie-down tests were performed without rotor-speed govern-
ing. The pilot was required to synchi-onize rotor blade pitch and
engine power lever to maintain rotor speed, and he reported some
difficulty in controlling rotor speed. When govrerning utilizing the
rotor-speed signal (hydraulic link) was used, the pilot reported

rotor-speed control as satisfactory during transient collt ctive
pitch changes. Rotor-speed governing utilizing the hydraulic
speed signal was then used for the balance of the tie-down tests
and for all flight tests.
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- g trn was n t• e tiely .... X.... .weve. ,

because over the duration of a flight some drift of speed oigiidI to

each engine would occur (almost always engine 1), and the pilot
was required to adjust power levers (speed-selector levers) indi-
vidually to keep gas generator speeds reasonably matched (within
3 percent of each other). The feedback link to engine Z was stable
and repeatable within the accuracy of instrumentation (less than
±l percent variation of speed signal/rotor speed) and perfornmedin

accordance with the system design requirements. The no. 1 feed-
back link/fuel control system contained some element causing
drift that has not yet been identified and will require further test-
ing or modification to obtain drift-free operation. The pilot was,
however, always able to make a suitable correction, although he
reported that the frequency of power lever adjustment required to
balance engine speeds increased as the program continued.

6. Single-Engine Operation

The XV-9A propulsion system has a common ducting system for
the two engines, and tip nozzles sized for the two-engine case.
If an engine fails, or if the pilot chooses to practice one-engine
operation, it is necessary to reduce tip nozzle area to one-half to
keep the remaining engine on a proper overating line. Each blade
tip is equipped with a two-position cascade, and these are closed
to the half-area position after the engine diverter valve is actuated
to the overboard position. Power is then increased on the remain-
ing engine to maintain rotor speed and thrust.

Mechanical tests were performed on the tip cascade system, includ-
ing a warning system that indicates when one engine is performing
poorly compared with the other. The tests showed that all mechan-
ical components (valves, switches, and so forth) involved in actua-
tion performed properly, but the warn-divert system, which
depended on a small vane in the Y-duct junction to deflect toward
a "bad" engine, was not performing satisfactorily. Sufficient
engine instrumentation is available to permit the pilot to identify
a failing (or failed) engine, but the semiautomatic warning system
required adjustment or modification that could not be performed
during the present program because of the inaccessible location of
the deflecting vane with the power module fully assembled and
mounted on the aircraft.

As part of the mechanical checkout of the propulsion system, tests
were made during which the pilot swiLched from two engines to one -

engine and back to two engines. Stabilized data were taken at topping --
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engine speed while a single engine was powering the rotor. The
following results were obtained, using procedures for calculation
of power discussed later:

Calculated
Engine RPM T 5  Rotor

Engine (percent) Rotor RPM (deg F) Horsepower

026 102. 4* 96.9 1,026 985
027 102. 8* 97. 3 1,015 1,036

*Note: These values of gas generator speed are less than the
maximum steady-state value of 104 percent allowed by

General Electric in order to permit margin for speed
increase at topping when the yaw valve is opened and
the engine operates along a droop line as a result of
the increase in nozzle area. It should be noted that
the rotor powers given here are subject to correction
for an unknown amount of leakage through the diverted
engine diverter valve.

These values differ by *1-1/2 percent from their average value,
which is within the accuracy of the procedures used here. The
average 1, 020 horsepower achieved in the test was obtained with
tip nozzles that are large enough to bring the engine near to oper-
ating speed limit before they reach their turbine temperature
limit. By reducing the tip nozzle area, and retopping the engines
to suit the changed nozzle, the engines can be brought to exhaust
temperatures (TO) of 1, 130 degrees F, which represents a suffi-

cient increase to achieve an expected 1,200 horsepower per engine.

Rotor-speed-governing was used during these single-engine tests,
and was satisfactory except for some of the drift mentioned above.
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FLIGHT TESTS

GENERAL

The flight test program was conducted during the period 5 November
1964 through 5 February 1965. It consisted of Z1 flights, for a total
flight time of 15 hours and 42 minutes. All flight test objectives out-
lined in the flight test program plan, Reference 1, were achieved.
The entire ground test and flight test program was completed satis-
factorily. The flight and operational characteristics of the XV-9A
aircraft and Hlot Cycle propulsion system were found to be satisfactory,
after incorporation of minor system modifications, for continued
research flight testing and Hot Cycle system research.

A summary of flight test operations is shown on Table III. A descrip-
tion of the test aircraft is given in the section following, and a
description of the test instrumentation system is presented in Appen-
dix I. A configuration and change log, showing the major items of
rework, change, or replacement during the flight test program, is
pres, nted in Appendix II.

Maintenance of the Hot Cycle rotor system during the ground and
flight test program was minimal, and the basic components (including
blades, hub, rotating and stationary ducting, seals, bearings, rotor
shaft, tip cascades, and rotating controls) were unchanged and
required only routine inspection during the program. Because of the
concurrent fatigue testing of the blade root-end structure, the leading
and trailing edge sections of the rotor blades were removed after each
five hours of flight for inspection of the blade spars and attachment
bolts. No discrepancies were found. The blade spar inspection was
required as a result of fatigue cracks that occurred during the blade
root-end fatigue tests (see Reference 3).

FLIGHT TEST PROCEuuRES

All flight test operations were preceded by a standard preflight inspec-
tion of the airframe, rotor, gas generators, and systems, to ensure
safety of flight and proper operation of the aircraft. A preflight inspec-
tion and functional checkout of the test instrumentation system was
conductea prior to each flight to ensure proper data acquisition. f "•'

Flight plans were prepared in accordance with the flight test program
plan and as determined by analysis of the data from previous flights
and qualitative pilot evaluation.
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Two-way radio communication between the XV-9A and ground per-
sonnel was maintained during all flight operations, for monitoring
and coordinating test operations. A flight test log was kept for each
flight test operation, to document operating time and pilot observa-
tions and to facilitate data reduction.

FLIGHT TEST EVALUATION

The XV-9A aircraft was evaluated and test data were recorded for
evaluation of Hot Cycle performance, structural loads and tempera-
ture, stability and control characteristics, vibration levels, and
aircraft performance for the following flight conditions:

Engine and rotor start

Rotor acceleration
Taxi and ground handling
Hovering

Steady hover
Hover turns of 90, 180, and 360 degrees

Transition to forward flight

Approach to hover
Climb
Level flight
Level flight turns at 20- and 30-degree bank angles
Sideward flight to right and left
Rearward flight
Progressive 360-degree turns
Descents, normal and minimum-power
Landing

The flight test results are summarized in the following paragraphs
under the headings listed below and are presented in greater detail
in the Flight Test Results section, Because of the large volume of
flight test data recorded. only the significant portions are nresentnd
in this report. All other flight test data are on file at the contractor's
facility.

1. Structural loads
2. Structural and equipment operating temperature
3. Performance
4. Flying qualities

5. Miecellaneous hovering tests
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Structural Loads

Structural loads data were reviewed carefully after each flight,
to ensure that excessive loads were not developed in critical

S~components or that a structural failure had not occurred.

Data are presented, for level flight at various airspeeds up to the
maximum flown. In gmneral, the cyclic loads recorded in
critical components -,Yere below design levels. High chordwise
blade loads resulting fleom 0.4. per rev (1. 6 cps) pilot-induced
cyclic stick movements were reduced by control system modifica-
tions to decrease servo valve friction and provide _t=e ring
forces on the cyclic control stick. Cyclic loads data are shown
for blade spar flapwise and chordwise bending, blade chordwise
shear load, rotor shaft bending, hub plate stress, and pitch arm
load. Flapwise and chordwise bending data versus blade radius
are shown to agree well with the design blade radius moment
curves.

Frequency spectrums are shown for blade flapwise bending and
cyclic spar axial load, for use in determination of calculated
blade life (see Reference 4).

Visual inspection of all primary structural components, including
the critical blade spar area at Station 91, was accomplished after
each flight. Prior to aircraft roll-out, the rotor blade spars were
modified at this station to alleviate a stress concentration at the
most outboard attachment of the laminated spar to the spar-root
fitting. The modification consisted of reducing the fitting thick-
ness at this location and adding another bolt just inboard. The
modification was necessitated by the occurrence .of a fatigue
crack in the spars at this location on the blade root-end fatigue
test specimen (see Reference 3). Complete blade spar inspec-
tion was accomplished each five flight hours by removal of
leading and trailing edge sections. No structural problems were

2. Structural and Equipment Operating Temperatures

Extensive temperature measurements were recorded in the
engine nacelles, rotor hub-pylon area, and fuselage, to verify
adequate cooling of structure and equipment. A total of 129
thermocouple outputs was recorded for these areas. Satis-
factory cooling was obtained for all engine nacelle, rotor hub-

pylon, and fuselage structure.
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Ifigh rotor lubrication oil temperatures (Z15-degree F maximum)
occurred during hover on flight 15. Provisions for additional
rotor lube oil cooling were incorporated in the system, and rotor
oil temperatures renmtained below ZOO degrees F on subsequent
flights.

Rotor structural temperatures we e recorded during all flights,
and were checked after each flight to determine that the various
rotor components were well \ "thin ope-rating limits.

Charts showing the location of thermocouples and the maximum
temperatures recorded during the flight test program are pre-
sented on pages 51 and 53, under Flight Test Results.

3. Performance

Performance data are presented and discussed in the categories
of overall performance, engine performance, and individual com-
ponent performance. The rotor lift obtained during hovering agrees
closely with previous whirl test data where fixed tip cascade noz-
zles were used, and with earlier predictions. Flight test fuel con-
sumption (corrected as described in Appendix IV) was found to be
5 to 8 percent higher than predicted. This difference is possibly
related to having a lower nozzle velocity coefficient, higher duct
friction coefficient, or higher profile drag coeffic'ent in the flight
tests compared with original performance predictions.

F.lying QuaitiLes

The XV-9A flying qualities were qualitatively evaluated for all
normal helicopter ,ght conditions within the restricted flight
envelope that was 1 ossible within the Culver City flying area.
Data are presented to show longitudinal control positions in level
flight, yaw valve effectiveness during hover, and control positions
during sideward and rearward flights.

Evaluation of the aircraft's handling characteristics for pull and
hold and pulse-type control displacement maneuvers was not
perforimed, because of the restricted flight area. Thus, no
attempt is made to compare the predicted handling characteristics
(control power and damping) presented in Reference 5 with flight
test data,
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It is anticipated that during the 20-hour follow-on test program,
maneuver-type stability and control tests will provide sufficient
data to more fully evaluate the flying qualities of the aircraft.

5. Vibration

The three-bladed XV-9A rotor transmits vibration to the fuselage
predominantly at 3 per rev, which corresponds to 12 cps at full
rotor speed. Because the fuselage first natural bending frequency
is close to this value (9. 4 - 11. 6 cps), a certain amplification of
response takes place. Vibration levels at cockpit were lowest
during hover and increased during level flight, with the maximum
recorded during transition to forward flight and approach to hover.
Vibration data are presented for pilot's vertical acceleration and
engine nacelle vertical and lateral acceleration for various air-
speeds. Average vertical acceleration at the pilot's positiorn was
:L0.35 g in level flight and ±0. 13 g during hover.

6. Pilot Comments and Qualitative Evaluation

A summary of pilot's comments and qualitative evaluation of the
XV-9A flying qualities, systems operation, and functional char-
acteristics is presented in Appendix III.

7. Miscellaneous Hovering Tests

Sound power levels, rotor downwash velocity, and static elec-
tricity buildup were measured during hovering flights. Sound
power level was also measured during a 90-knot flyover at
50-foot altitude.

a. Sound Power Levels

The overall sound level of the XV-9A during hover was not objec-
tionable to nearby observers. Sound power leve- mrneasured in
the cockpit during flight was 109 decibels. This was not objec-
tionable to the pilot, and radio communications were satisfactory.
Sound data were recorded from 50- to 400-foot distance from the
aircraft at 100-foot intervals for four azimuth positions. Sound
power level nmieasured at 200 feet in hover was 103 decibels.
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b. Rotor Downwash

Rotor downwash velocity was measured during hover at approxi-
mately 20-foot wheel height. The maximum velocity measured
was 73 feet per second at approximately 70-percent blade radius.
The aircraft was hovered over unprepared surfaces with no
deterioration of the surface and no engine ingestion problem.

c. Static Electricity Buildup

The electrostatic voltage buildup and charging current were
measured during hover at 20-foot wheel height. The electro-
static charge was low (7 to 9 kilovolts) in comparison with
measurements taken on a large shaft-driven helicopter (H-37),
which were 50 kilovolts or greater (see Reference 6).

FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

1. Structural Data

XV-9A rotor blade moments experienced during flight were fairly
typical of those experienced on other helicopters. Blade moments
were low during hover, fairly high when accelerating or deceler-
ating through the transition region, low at the minimum power
speed, and increased thereafter with speed.

In addition to the typical response to aerodynamic excitation, a
type of excitation and response was encountered that is typical of
chordwise unarticulated blades. The XV-9A rotor blades have a
chordwise natural frequency of 1. 4 per rev. Motion of the cyclic
stick at 0. 4 per rev in the nonrotating system will excite 1. 4 per
rev in the rotating system; 0. 4 per rev is 1. 6 cps, which is a
frequency at which pilots occasionally move the cyclic st'ck.
Only a small content of 0. 4 per rev in the stick input waveform
is sufficient to excite chordwise bending. The XV-9A pilot inputs
at this frequency were reduced by inst. "ng cyclic stick centering
springs and by reducing ser-,o-valve friction as much as possible,
both of which improved the "feel".

Presented as Figures 5 through 10 are plots of the significant
structural loads from flight 17. Stabilized data were obtained on
this fiight for five airspeeds up to 108-knot calibrated airspeed
(GAS). Bending morients versus rotor blade radius are shown in
Figures 11 and 12.
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Figure 5. Cyclic Flapwise Blade Bending at Station 75. 4
Versus Calibrated Airspeed.

Station 90. 75 Versus Calibrated Airspeed.

Figure 7. Cyclic Chordwise Shear Load at Station 23
Versus Calibrated Airspeed.

Figure 8. Cycli : Main Rotor Shaft Bending Versus

Calibrated Airspeed.

Figure 9. Cyclic Hub Plate Stress Versus Calibrated
Airspeed.

Figure 10. Cyclic Pitch Arm Load Versus Calibrated Air-

speed.

Figure 11. Cyclic Flapwise Bending Moment Versus Main

Rotor Blade Radius.

Figure 12. Cyclic Chordwise Bending Moment Versus Main
Rotor Blade Radius.

During the course of the flight program, various maneuvers were
performed, including turns, climbs, descents, sideward and rear-
ward flight, and flares. Only limited maneuvers could be per-

formed, because cf the airspace and airspeed limits imposed over
the Hughes Airport. As an indication of the range and distribution
of blade fatigue moments during flight, a spectrum of chordwise
bending at Station 90. 75 is presented as Figure 13. Figure 14 is
a spectrum of flapwise bending at Station 75. 4. These spectra
were obtained from a typical flight (flight 13) that included speeds
to 103-knot calibrated airspeed, turns, descents, climbs, and

hovering turns.

2. Structural and Operating Temperatures

a. Rotor Temperatures

Temperatures of the rotor and associated components were
recorded on a Brown recorder. Inputs from thermocouples located

in various parts of the blades were channeled to three switching
boxes, then to a hot reference junction box, through the main rotor
slip ring, finally terminating at the Brown recorder.
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Figure 5. Cyclic Flapwise Blade Bending at Station 75. 4 Versus
Calibrated Airspeed.
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Figure 6. Cyclic Spar Axial Load (Chordwise Moment) at

Station 90. 75 Versus Calibrated Airspeed.
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Figure 7. Cyclic Chordwise Shear Load at Station 23 Versus
Calibrated Airspeed.
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Figure 9. Cyclic Hub Plate Stress Versus Calibrated Ai speed.
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TD;ata 0r,--'h Brown recorder were read and analyzed, and pro-
duced operating tc:;.r.eratures of the following rotor components
and bystenis: (1) blade-tip gas, (2) front and rear spars, (3)
flexures, (4) ritz, (S) cF - zooling air, (6) outer skins, (7) gas
duct walls, (8) rotor shaft, (9) tip transducer housing, (IC) root
cooling air, (11) rotor spokes, (12) ball joint inner surface, (13)
upper and lower bearings, and (14) inboard articulate duct seals.

Figure 15 shows the location of the thermocouples along the rotor,
and its accompanying tabulation summarizes the maximum tem-
peratures recorded during the flight test program (flights 1 through
21), together with the estimated limit temperatures associated
with that section of the rotor. Maximum power from the engines
occurred on flight 14, and, as can be seen from the tabulation,
none of the rotor temperatures recorded exceeded the estimated
limit temperatures.

b. Powerplant and Airframe Temperatures

Temperatures of the powerplant and airframe components were
recorded in a manner similar to that for the rotor temperatures,
except thai no hot reference junction box was used, inasmuch as
a slip ring was not needed. Operating temperatures of the fol-
lowing p:werplant and airframe components were read and ana-
ly7.ed frnm the Brown recorder: 11l Prcine • ind Pcn, -
(2) engine and diverter valve bay, (3) lateral pylons and nacelles,
(4) radial and thrust bearing housings, (5) aft fuselage and yaw
valve compartment, (6) yaw duct and Y-duct blankets, (7) yaw
duct and Y-duct bays, and (8) yaw valve outlet.

Figure 16 shows the location of the thermocouples throughout the
powerplant and airframe of the XV-9A. The tabulation included
in this figure summarizes the maximum temperatures recorded
during the flight test program, together with the estimated limit
temperature associated with that section of the airframe and
pwerpia,:. N ,v .A the temperatures recorded exceeded the
estimated limit temperatures for the powerplant and airframe of
the XV-9A.

3. Performance Tests

The total performance of a Hot Cycle helicopter can be divided
into engine performance and rotor performance, with the division
taking place at the gas generator exit, Station 5 of Figure 17.



t

In the discussion that follows, overall rotor performance is treated
first, followed by fuel consumption, engine performance, and rotor
system component performance.

a. Overall Rotor Performance

On the basis of the relationship of rotor lift to engine pressure

ratio, the overall hover performance of the Hot Cycle rotor with

two-position tip nozzles usf d in flight tests agrees very well with
earlier whirl tower tes's using fixed nozzles (as seen in Figure 18).
The test data also show good agreement with previously predicted
performance of the rotor. The capability of the rotor to convert
engine discharge pressure into rotor lift Is directly dependent
upon rotor parameters such as blade duct pressure loss, tip cas-
cade area and performance, and external blade aerodynamics, but
is virtually independent of engine parameters such as compressor
bleed and exhaust gas temperature. The data of Figure 18 are
plotted without any corrections other than instrument calibrations.
The excellent agreement between the test data and the predicted
line confirms the overall validity of the performance predictions
made for the Hot Cycle rotor system. Exact definition of the roto.r
system component performance values and effective cascade area
has not been entirely achieved to date, and there is reason to

believe that certain components are not operating precisely as
assumed in the rotor performance calculations. This matter will

be discussed further in succeeding paragraphs; however, it is
important to recognize that the overall rotor system does produce
lift in nearly exact agreement with predictions, including agree-

ment of the predicted maximum lift.

b. Fuel Consumption

Fuel consumption characteristics of the XV-9A are presented in
Figure 19, corrected for engine operating conditions consistent
with original performance predictions. Appendix IV presents the
actual measured data on fuel flow, together with a discussion of

currections.

As corrected, both flight and whirl test fuel flows are in excel-
lent agreemenit with predictions at low rotor lift and tend to be b or
10 percent higher than predicted at high lift. This discrepancy is
presurned to be the result of component performance irregularities.
Since the various detail performance factors have a different
relationship for fuel flow as compared with rotor lift, it is possible
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IFI

"hurziluoo ouplc

Nuiiibe'- I., ,'C loll

-- ii .... • • B"C 2-1 Itati(n 103. 5 Flexur,. 2 t.'ppl
BC 2-2 Slition 103. 5 1 lcxure / U Ip2
B ..... C. 2-3 Stt ti ton 103.5 Y) txurQ 2 Lov t

" 13 C 2-4 Stati on 1 03. 5 1 vx ur u 2 L. k,, .

"" .C 4-1 Station 12 . 1 ilexurc 4 Ulppvi

-' .-. "- - BC 4-3 Statiu • 1 28. 5 71' ,xurtc 4 Lo\, v 'd
1BC 4-4 Station 128. 5 FlŽ-x.arc 4 Lov.c v t
P j BC 6-1 Station 1 53. 5 FlI.x ur-. 6 U ppi .d

- BC 6-2 Sta'ion I i3. 5 Flcxurt. 6 U.pcz 2:

PC C- 4 Station 15i3 . 5 'lvx u r u 6 1ov-ý Ci
BC 8-1 Statioii 178. 5 IFlexure 8 Upper d
B-,--*" DC 8-2 Station 178. 5 F'exurc 8 Upper "

L z C 8-3 S~a Iioz, 78. 5 F lexure 5 Lo%% u,.v
B C 8-4 S ';Ation 178. 5 Flexure, 8 Loxv. •it

- __R BC 10-1 Station 203. 5 Flexure 10 Uppc vd
BC 10-2 Station 203. 5 Fl cxur. 10 Uppc Alt
BC 10-3 Station 2"3. 5 Flexure 10 Luvt ( ,.kd

. - BC 10-4 Std'ion 203. 5 F1lexure 10 L.,,vt A't

=4 -X: , B BC 12-4 Stdtion 228. 5 Flvxure: 12 Luvt Atn
P C 14-i Station 253. 5 Flexure 14 Uppe V'x.d
"B C 14-3 Sa, ion 253. 5 Flexure 14 I.,v, Fvd. t' on 253. 5t 1 d

BC 16-3 Station 278. 5 Flexure 16 L--,.t P-'.d

__ BC 16-4 Station 278. 5 Flxurt. 16 L •.v Mft
3 BC lb-I Stati(.n 303, 5 Y ex ur v 18 Uppc 1.d
B C 18-2 Station 303. 5 Flexure 18 Uppt Alt

BC 18-3 Station 303. 5 Flexure 18 L,w.c :\d
BC 18-4 Station 303. 5 'lcxur v 18 Lovec Ail
BES 1-8 Station 97 Blade Skin Uppr At
BS 1-9 Station 97 Blade Skia Lover A

Bs !_!C S n. 907 B lad, '--- Lo I'- .
BS 18-7 Station 310 Blade Skin Upper I
BS 18-8 Station 310 Btade Skin Upper A
BS i8- j Siation 310 Bladtý Skin Lover
BS 18-10 Station 310 Blade Skin Lo,.;er it
BS I -1 Station 96 Fw-d Duct 1'%%d Wall
BS 1 -4 Station 9b Aft Duct Upper Wall
BS 1-5 Station 96 Aft Duci Aft Wall
BS 18-1 Station 309 Fwd Duct F\%d Wal'
BS 18-2 Station 309 Fwd Duct Upper V1,

BS 18-4 Station 309 Aft Duct Upper I,'a'
BS 1 -11 Station 96 Fwd Duct Aft Wall
BS I-lI z Station 96 Ywd Duct Alt Wall
BS 1-13 Station 96 Aft Duct Fwd W11ll

B3S 1-14 Station 96 Aft Duct Fwd Wall
"BS 18-5 Station 309 Aft Duct Aft 1% all
BS 18-6 Station 309 Aft Duct Lower Wa
BS 18-11 Station 309 Fwd Duct Aft Wall



Maximum F,- It i ted

Temperature Linit Thermocouple
Location ._ c u r de d T1fernoes rature= Numbe -' Loc2,Z

I,
Station 103. 5 Flexurc 2 Upper Fwd 482 600 b-2 Blue T3lade F''wd Duc .
Station 103, 5 Flexure 2 Upprcr Aft 510 BCDR Station 321 Cooling i-
Station 103. 5 Ylexure 2 Lower Fwd 530 BCDF Station 330 Cooling .
Station 103. 5 Flexure 2 Lower Aft 480 B 57 Station 57 Ccoling Aii

Station 128. 5 Flexure 4 Upper Fwd 123 BIA Station 63 Aft Spar It
Station 128. 5 Flexure 4 Upper Aft 320 B2A Station 63 Aft Spar ,

Station 128. 5 Flexure 4 Lcwer Fwd 515 BIB Station 75.4 Aft Spa; 3Station 128. 5 Flexure 4 Lower Aft 53C B3B Station 75.4 AftSpal

Station 153. 5 Flexure b Upper Fwd 485 B3C Station 91 Aft Spar (;
Station 153. 5 Flexure 6 Upper Aft 537 B 4 Station 100 Aft Spar*"

Station !53. 5 Flexure 6 Lower Aft 575 B 5 Station 140 Aft Spar,,
Station 178. 5 Flexuý'e 8 Upper Fwd 520 B 7 Station 220 Aft Spar;
Station 178. 5 Flexure 8 Upper Aft 526 B 8 Station 270 Aft Spar e

Statior, 178. 5 Flexure F' Lower Fwd 463 B 12A Station 75.4 Aft Spat

Station 178, 5 Flexure "3 Lower Aft 500 B 13 Staticn 91 Aft Spar 3

Station 203. 5 Flexure 10 Upper Fwd 533 B 14 Station 100 Aft Spar4 5

Station 203. 5 Flexure 10 Upper Aft 445 B 15 Station 145 Aft Spar'._
Szation 203. 5 Fiexure 10 Lower Fwd 201 B 1/ Station 220 Aft Spar 87

Station 203. 5 Flexure 10 Lower Aft 295 B 18 Station 270 Aft Spax (
Station 228. 5 Flexure 12 Lower Aft 510 BR-I Station 45 Flexure Bc_ I
btation 253. 5 Flexure 14 Upper Fw%,,d 8 BR-2 Station 63 loner Surfs-2
Station 253. 5 Flexure 14 Low.r Fwd 640 BR-3 Station 73 inner Surho
Station 253, 5 Flexur,. 14 Lower Aft 485 BBJ-1 Station 73 Inner Surt i-

Station 278. 5 Flexure 16 Lower Fwd 322 YC 2-1 Station 103. 5 Flexure1
Station 278. 5 Flexure 16 Lower Aft 358 YC 2-2 Station 103. 5 F] tlxure 2-

ST at iop. 301. 5 Flexure 18 Uppe-r Fw1 41V YC 2-3 Statio'- 103. 1, Flexurj! 2-

Station 303. 5 Flexure 18 Upper Ai.ft 391 YC 2-4 Staion 103. 5 Flexure 18
Station 303. 5 Flexure 18 Lower Fwd 410 YC 18-1 Station 303. 5 Flexur 18

Station 303. 5 Flexure 18 Lower Aft 450 YC 18-2 Station 303. 5 Flcxur*

Station 97 Blade Skin Upper .Aft Z92 YC 18-3 Station 303. 5 FlexurF lStation 97 Blrde Skin Lower Aft 248 RC 2-1 Station 303. 5 Flexur• 18-

Station 97 Blade Skin Lower Fwd 4Z5 RC 2-2 Station 103. 5 Flexur -

Station 310 Blade Skin Upper Fwd 24i RC 2-3 Station 103. 5 Flexur 2

Station 310 Blade Skin Upper Aft 185 RC 2-4 Station 103. 5 Flexurr
Station 310 Blade Skin Lower Aft 500 RC 18-1 Station 303. S Flexuro

Station 310 Blade Skin Lower Fwd 473 600 Y 57 Yellow Blade Sta 57

Station 96 Fwd Duct Fwd Wall 615 1000 Y 73 Yellow Blade Sta 85 3
Station 96 Aft Duct Upper Wall 690 100DR YCDR .... v Blae

Station 96 Aft Duct Aft Wall 550 1000 YCDF Yellow Blade Sta 330,f;Dy
Station 309 Fwd IDuct Fwd Wall 850 950 1R 57 Red Biade Sta 57 Col•'
Station 309 Fwd Duct Upper Wall 851 950 R 73 Red Blade Sta 85 Coq f"

Station 309 Aft Duct Upper Wall 885 950 R7DF Red Blade Sta 330 Spo

Station 96 Fwd Duct Aft Wall 905 1150 RCDR Red Blade Sta 331 Sp,

Station 96 Fwd Duct Aft Wall 910 HUB Z Shaft I In. Below Sea
Station 96 Aft Duct Fwd Wall 600 HUB 3 Shaft Below Spoke

Station c Aft Duct l"d Wall 905 HUB 5 Spoke Centerline 6,

Station 3&5' Aft Duct Aft Wall 910 HUB 6 Spoke Halfway to Bea

Station 309 Aft Duct lower Wall 885 HUB 7 Spoke Over Upper BIC 1 _

Station 309 Fwd Duct Aft Wall 862 YC 18-4 Sta 303. 5 Flexure 18

Blue Blade Aft Duct Ga• 1042 1150

rature in deg: s I-alhr,..1heit.

__ 0.
,, - -'i' --, -



Maximum Estimated
inoc oup] r Temperature Limit
.mber Location Recorded Ternpe ra urt

Blue Blade Fwd Duct Gas 1038 1150
DR Station 321 Cooling Air Aft Spar 183 250
DF Station 330 Cooling Air Fwd Spar 195 250
i7 Station 57 Cooling Air Hub and Blade 170 250

Station 63 Aft Spar Upper 97 350
Station 63 Aft Spar Lower 101

3 Station 75. 4 Aft Spar Lower 99
3 Station 75.4 Aft Spar Upper 165

S Station 91 Aft Spar Center 105

Station 100 Aft Spar Center 150
Station 140 Aft Spar Center 14

Station 220 Aft Spar Center 213

Station 270 Aft Spar Center 215
ZA Ftation 75. 4 Aft Spar Upper" 135
3 Station 91 Aft Spar Center 134
4 Station 100 Aft Spar Center 130
5 Station 145 Aft Spar Center 179
"7 Station 220 Aft Spar Center 180

8 Station 270 Aft Spar Center 227 350
1 Stati-n 45 Flexure Bottom 130 3ý,

2 Station 63 Inner Surface Rib 170 300
3 Station 73 Inner Surface Rib 145 300
-1 Station 19 Inner Surface Tube 260 300
2-1 Station 103. 5 Flexure2 Upper Fwd 465 600
2-z Station 103. 5 Flexure 2 Upper Aft 506
2-3 Station 103. 5 Ylexure 2 Lower Fwd 278

Z-4 Station 103.5 Flexure 2 Lower Aft 153

18-1 Station 303. 5 Flexure 18 Upper Fwd 352
18-2 Station 303 5 Flexurc, 18 Upper Aft 335
18-3 Station 303.5 Flexure 18 Lower Fwd 385
2-1 Station 103,5 Flexure 2 Upper Fwd 440
2-2 Station 103. 5 Flexure 2 Upper Aft 415
2-3 Station 103, 5 Flexure 2 Lower Fwd 470
2-4 Station 103. 5 Flexure 2 Lower Aft 448
18-1 Station 303. 5 Flexure 18 Upper Fwd 361 600

Yellow Blade Sta 57 Cooling Air 143 250
Yellow Blade Sta 85 Cooling Air 1 55
V Yellow Blade St, 321 Spaz Coolijig Air i73

F Yellow Blade Sta 330 Spar Cooling Air 169
Red Blade Sta 57 Cooling Air 165
Red Blade Sta 85 Cooling Air 226

F Red Blade Sta 330 Spar Cooling Air 178
Red Blade Sta 321 Spar Cooling Air 178 250

2 Shaft 1 In. Below Seal 168 500

3 Shaft Below Spoke 201 500

5 Spoke Centerline 131 400
6 Spoke Halfway to Bearing 188 600

7 Spoke Over Upper Bearing 160 400
8-4 Sta 303. 5 Flexure 18 Lower Aft 322 600
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"I h, I nlot oupl, "I l u1p,- ate l .li .I-111il I Ilk I •l , ,iu ;

Nunibei r /! u. c at1iur Inl t xrld d "I .. t •u r, .Niii ber

1 Case G-ntralor Lngine I 2i9 2 u 70
2 Generator Lgin,- 2 210 220 71

3 -ucl Control En iinv 1 124 .20 .2
4 Ignition 13cXI Engint" 2.0 2310 73
5 Ignition Box Engine 2 22 2".0 74

6 Stat ,r Vane Actuator Engine 1 1,11 2298 250 7

7 Statur Vane Actuator -ngint I 1.i l 46 2.0 1G
8 1 U t I N uzzle Ihle•t - I +p En int, I (.,.3 00 b o7

9 )hdraulic i'urIp Engin, 1 172 275 76
10 Engine Oil Pump Engint I 189 300 80
1 1 Engine Oil Pump Engline - )s0 300 1i1
12 AMcessoru l)r) ,.v Gcarbox Engine I 15; 250 82
13 Yruflt Fraiie Elgint 1 100 200 83
14 ;Engine Conipressor Engine I LIt 800 ,94

15 Engine Conmpresbor Engine I Rlf #44 800 85

16 Engine Cornbustor t85 850 86

18 Engine I urbine 977 1 150 H7

20 Engine Exhaust Frame 923 3100 88
22 Engine c\ hii ,Li Cinti, 732 1100 89
23 Aft Engine Mount Flange 43.7 800

24 Aft Engine Mount Brace 397 800 q;

' 25 Wire Temp Engine I Tunnel LI 351 500 q92
,2 Wire Te.p Engine I Tunnel RII 3.5 500 93

7 27 Wire Temp Engine 2 Tunnel Lif 374 500 34
28 Wire Temnp Engin- 2 Tunnel R.H1 335 500 95
29 Insulation BlankZ Sta 260 1lunnel RH 302 400 96
30 Case Insulation Blanket Sta 260 Tunncl L.i 327 400 97

"" i 31 Air Engine I Tunnel L}I 207 300 98
32 Air Engine. I Tunnel RXi 248 300 99
"33 Case Crossover Shroud Engine i Insulat-in 342 350 (10

34 Air Crossover Shroud Engine I lnsulaivn 306 350 101
35 Struct Crossover Shroud Engine I L11 383 700 102
"36 Struct Crossover Shroud Engine I Ri 653 700 1 0_j

37 Canted Rib (Lower) Engine I Nacelle 312 400 104

__ : 38 Coatnp High Pressure Fuel Line Engine 1 111 150 105
39 Case Generator Cace (Bottom) Engine 2 2)5 220 107
40 Case Diverter Valve Transition Duct Eng 1 342 400 108

41 A', LII 'N., ,Ii StA22 0 Top 20i- 250 109
42 LH Nacelle Sta 220 LII 142 250 110
43j LH Nacelle Sta 220 RHi 129 250 I1:
44 LH Nacelle Sta 275 Top 3o9 475 112
45 1 Li1 Na-ell, Sta 275 L1 332 475 1 1
46 Air Lii Na, elle Sta 275 RH 471 475 , 14
47 Comip High Pressure Fuel line ringine 124 150 115

48 Struct Aluminum Skin Over Canted Rib Rif 172 250 ] !t
49 Struct Aluminum Skin Over B/L Z2 RH 176 Z50 117
50 Air LH Nacelle Sta 245 Top 378 400 118
51 LH Nacelle Sta 245 LH 298 400 119

52 I LH Nacelle Sta 245 RH -;95 400 120
53 LH Nacelle Sta 300 Top 351 400 Ž1
55 LH Nacelle Sta 300 RH 342 400 12.
56 LH Nacelle Sta 325 Top (Approx) 338 400 17I.

S - , 59 LH Nacelle Sta 344 Top (Approx) 342 450 124
, 60 LH Nacelle Sta 344 90' (Approx) 334 450 12,

5',' i -c .i ,x e..s, . 61 Lli Nacelle Sta 344 120* (Approx) 363 450 1? 7 P
62 Lateral Pylon LiI Nacelle Fwd 217 350 128

S, Lateral Pylon I.11 Nacelle Center :$54 350 130

64 Lateral Pylon LH Niacelle Aft 231 350 131

65 Lateral Pylon Rif Nacelle Fwd 268 350 13 "

6b Lateral Pylon Rif Nacelle Center 268 350 1 ?4
67 Air Lateral Pylon RI1 Nacelle Aft 241 350 135 01
68 Struct L1 Nacelle Canted Rib Web 233 300 13t,
69 Struct RHi Nacelle Canted Rib Web 219 300 1 "'A

1i1

NOlI E: TIemp .rature in degrees Fahrenheit.



IaSX :iI p.UlL E "sti "aexd a lx iui Ysatiniat -d
Tenprat ur &I L .Iniit Therrno ouple T'nmpt rature L-1it

Recorded 1 erpe rature Numbt.r Type ILoc at ion Rkec orded Trnmperature

2i9 220 70 Struot LH Nacll- - Di 22 Top Fiange 225 350

210 220 71 Struct Rui Nacelle - EI 22 Top Flange 259 350

114 220 72 Case Y Duct Flange - Yam Control 766 900

210 250 73 Case Crossover 5hroud Engine 2 Insul 349 350

232 250 74 Air Crossox er Shroud Engine 2 349 350

I LH 205 250 75 Case Diverter Valve Acluator Engine 2 205 275

I RH 148 250 7t Case Nacelle Skin at 90" RH Sta 300 243 400

ine 1 633 800 77 Case Generator Case (Bottom )Engine 2 217 2.,

172 275 78 Air RHI- Nacelle Sta 325 Top 354 400

189 300 80 RH Nacelle Sta 325 RH 289 400

10 300 81 RIf Nacelle Sta 300 Top 351 430

"ngine 1 158 250 82 Air RIf Nacelle StA 300 LH 341 400

100 200 83 Struct Alum Skin at Canted Rib Attach 201 250

LH 6)3 800 84 Case Accessory Gearbox 174 250

RH 644 800 85 Insulation Blanket Yaw Duct 82 450

6S5 850 86 Insulation Bla.i;ket Ya%," Duct 4 "L -i50

977 1150 87 Insulation Blanket Ya %a Duct 400 450

9 23 1100 88 Insulation Blanket Ya. Duct 388 450

732 1100 89 $ Insulation Blanket Ya• Duct 392 450

457 800 90 Case Insulation Blanket Yawm Duct 183 450

397 800 91 Air Aft Fuselage 262 300

LH 35i 500 92 Aft Fuselage 255 300

RH 325 500 93 Aft Fuselage 176 300

Lit 374 500 94 Aft Fuselage 165 300

RH 385 500 95 Alt Fu-cselage ;85 300

-nnel RH 302 400 96 Air Aft Fus•lage $8 300

nnel LII 327 400 97 Case Bellobs Insulation Blanket 442 450

207 300 98 Marnion Claiip 786 800

248 300 99 Ya m Valve Insulation Bian- tt 295 500

":nsulation 342 350 100 1 Yaw Valve Insulation Blan-et 304 500

rnsulation 306 350 101 Case Yawý Valve insulation Blanket 331 500

LH 383 700 102 Air Yaw Valv- Coniparttient 122 350

(I) 653 700 103 Air Yam Valve Cotnpartnint 126 350

Nacellc 312 400 104 Air Yaw Valse Compartment 140 350

-einc I Ill 150 105 Case Ya• Valve Outlet Flange 622 900

.gine 2 2)5 220 107 Struct Framne Fus Sta 376. 50 214 350

ouct Eng I 342 400 108 E Engine I Tunnel Sta 260 L.}I 464 7tUj

ZO 250 109 Engine I Tunncl Sta 260 Rif 527 700

142 250 110 Engine 1 Tunnel Sta 273 LIt 4,:6 700

129 250 111 Engine I Iunnel Sta 273 Rif 496 700

3b9 475 112 Enginc I Crossover Shroud 4q Sta 275. I1 140 700

332 475 ,113 Engine I Aft Engine Mount 324 600

471 475 114 Engine I Diagonal "ube 496 600

g;ine 124 150 115 Engine I front Spar at 145 322 600

Rib 10il1 172 250 1 1b LI Na ,ll Outbd On At Sp. r We1b 24 i 250

R3 17b 250 1 17 A lumi-num1 Skin on Lateral Pylon 1 67 250

378 400 118 B L 22.00 Bulkhead 190 250

298 400 119 Canted Rib Cap 550 5f0

295 400 i20 Upper Pylon Tube 122 500

331 400 121 Diverter Valve Mniunting Link 397 500

342 400 1 -,2 I-H Nacelle Sta 300 Top (Approx) 302 400

rok) 338 400 123 LIt Nacelle Sa 301) at 45' 241 400

,roix) 342 450 124 I{i Nacellc Sta 300 at 90' 273 400

.- rux) 314 450 125 Struct 1.11 Naielle. St, 300 at 120 (Apprix) 293 400

prox) 303 450 127 Case' Stationary Swasliplate Be'aring 97 175

,Ad 217 350 128 Case Cro _fl1o- ndii atr 93 410

-onter 314 350 130 A;r Y-Duct Bay 225 250

: 2)1. 350 131 Air Y- Duct Bay 8b 250

.,db268 350 132 Air Y-Duct Ba5 244 250

*nter "Q8 350 134 Case" Y-Duct Insulalin Bltanket 403 450

241 350 135 Cases Y-Duct Insulation Blanket 356 450

203 300 130 Cabe Y-Duct ]1-0dlati01 ]BlankVt 428 450

219 300 138 Oil in N,. 2 Couiolr 187 275

141 Oil in No. I Cooler 171 275

Cis" Lo , r - t, aring Case 147 212

Case U.Jpp, r Bla ring Case 18') 212
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for excellent overall agreement to exist on lift while a noticeable
discrepancy exists in fuel consumption.

The flight fuel flows of Figure 19 may be marginally higher than
the whirl tower flows, although the effect -- if present -- is largely
obscured by data scatter. If there is indeed such a difference, it
is most probably the result of increased leakage during flight.

c. Engine Performance

The Hot Cycle airframe and its gas generator engine share an
interface at the engine tailpipe, Station 5. At this interface, the
airframe sees the engine as a gas source, with pressure and
temperature being the most important parameters. As discussed
earlier, the rotor lift depends primarily upon P 5 , while rotor
fuel consumption increases with increasing T 5 for constant lift
(constant P 5 ). Also at the interface, the engine sees the rotor
system only as an effective tailpipe discharge area. It should be
noted that there is a preferred choice of tailpipe area, depending
on two different criteria; namely, the rotor specific fuel consump-
tion (SFC) and the maximum rotor horsepower. For best SFC,
the rotor requires a minimum T 5 for a given P. The engine has
a preferred tailpipe area at which it will deliver the lowest T5
for a given P 5. As the tailpipe departs from this preferred area,
T 5 increases, very slowly at first then more rapidly as the mis-
match becomes larger.

An indication that the XV-9A duct system presents a desirable
apparent tailpipe area to its two T-64 engines is graphically dis-
played in Figures 20 and 21. Although there are known changes
n flow area within the flight test data (due to yaw valve opening,

in particular), there is remarkably little scatter in the T 5 versus
P 5 data for either engine. Furthermore, the absolute level of
flight test T 5 's is at the extreme lower limit of the General Elec-
tric predelivery calibration test results jor each engine.

For maximum power, the engine must reach maximum allowable
turbine inlet temperature and maximum allowable rpm simultane-
ously. The two sets of cascades used to date have bracketed the
proper area for maximum power and any necessary final adjust-
ments will not penalize fuel consumption.

Having established that the engines are operating with their pre-
ferred tailpipe areas, it is logical to compare the whirl and flight
T 5 's with those provided by General Electric for the fullyqualified
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T-64 engine. This comparison is made in Figure 22, with T 5 's
and P 5 's averaged for two engines at each test point. The consist
ency of both whirl and flight results is encouraging.

Enogine deterio4ration duri•ng operation woul.. .. show -up inn-mrediately
on a T 5 versus P 5 plot as an increase in T 5 for a given P 5 . No
such trend is visible within the flight test results. There are a
few questionable T 5 points within the whirl test results.

This company has developed a rather unusual technique for deter-
mining engine mass flow through the use of flow conditions at the
turbine nozzle diaphragm station. This technique avoids uncer-
tainties due to compressor inlet flow profiles and variable guide
vane hysteresis that limit the accuracy of the ordinary compres-
sor flow calibration technique. This new technique was first used
in connection with the whirl test, Reference 7, and has been
refined and simplified during the present flight program. Engine
temperature maps relating turbine inlet temperature, T4 (which
is not measured directly), to the measured temperatures, T 2 ,
T3, and T 5 , have been constructed by correlating data from
Generai Electric predelivery calibrations of all T-64 engines used
to date in the XV-9A programs. A family of these maps for vari-
ous T?'s has been prepared with direct-reading temperatures for
use in engine topping. On these maps, T 4 can be compared
directly against T4 max without the necessity for intermediate

slide rule manipulations. Airflow is readily clculated from this
T4 and measured P 3 by the equation:

Wa = 6. 06 P3/VT4

where:

Wa lb/sec

P 3 • psia

T 4  OR

The map for standard T 2 is presented in Figure 23 as an example
of the family used in data reduction.

in addition to its usefulness in establishing proper engine topping
and in calculating airflow, the engine temperature map offers one
of several alternative indications of the apparent tailpipe area
seen by the engine. The tailpipe area lines on Figure 23 are
drawn from General Electric predelivery calibrations of the two -
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1_4
YT-64'surut! d in the flight test program. The tailpipe, area pre-
sented by tho XV-9A rotor system appears to be the same as the
nacelle tailpipe area, 5Z. 5 square inches per engine, for a total of
105 square inches. (Note that the nacelic exit points are generally
compatible witil the General Electric area lines on Figure 23. )
The conse de rable scatter of points - - particularly for engine 026 - -

is perplexing in view of the excellent correlations obtained in
' Figures 20, 21, znd 26. It is possible that the T 3 probe in engine
026 was internittently malfunctioning during the testing.

Another indicwO.ion of effective tailpipe area can be obtained from
engine rpm versu8 temperature maps such as Figures 24 and 25.
Moveynent of the variable guide vanes used in the T-64 compres-
sor can affert compressor performance much in the manner of
changes in vm•echanical rpm. Changes in the guide vane schedule
thus introduce e:rrors in any correlation using rpm as a parameter.
Total effective taiipipe area as read from Figures 24 and 25 would
be approximately 11 5 square inches. However, the nacelle over-
board runs still agree with the engine-to-rotor runs, strongly sug-
gesting that the rotor flowv area is still 2 x 52. 5 = 105 square
inches. In view of the known weakness of compressor speed (NG)
as a correlh ting parameter for engines having variable compressor
geometry, there is little doubt that engine maps such as Figures
20 through 23 offer the most reliable indications of deduced -aram-
eters such as T4 , Wa, and tailpipe area.

A final viewpoint on engine performance is offered in Figure Z6.
Here, engine fuel/air ratio is plotted against measured engine
temperature rise. The solid line represents General Electric's
prediction for the T-64 engine as well as their predelivery cali-
bration of the YT-64's used in the XV-9A. This line is also con-
sistent with the theoreti.al heating value of typical jet fuel,
Reference 8. The flight poi~nts for both engines are remarkably
consistent -- speaking well for all the temperature and flow rate
measurements that are irvvled. The offset of the flight test fuel/
air ratios to higher -values fo¢r a given temperature rise is believed
to be due to compressor bW, •c flow used to drive the oil cooler
aspirator. As pointed out in Appendix IV, the correction of hover-
ing fuel flow for c...re.sr.r biled, Figure 19, amounts to moving

T- the fuel/air ratio points from their observed location to the General
"Electric calibration line. Shaft power extraction for hydraulic
pump and generator drive asao contributes to the increase in fuel/
air ratio, but the magnitude cf this effect would be less than 1/4 of
1 percent for the 6 to 7 horepower extracted per engine during

the flight tests.
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j d. Rotor System Component Performance

Just as the engine and airframe performance can be separated at
Station 5, the rotor system internal and external aerothermody-
na•mic perform-ance can be divided at the rotor tip. The internal
flow system produces net tip thrust, or rotor power. The rotor
exterior flow field converts rotor power into lift. The major com-
ponents that interact to establish total system performance are
listed and categorized in Figure 27, which will serve as an intro-
duction and guide to the following comments. Without exception,
each of these component performance items has a precedent within
the body of previous experience. The value that has been assigned
to each item as a part of Hot Cycle performance calculations is,

therefore, almost certain to be within a few percent of the true
value. The problem of refining these estimates is not an easy one,

Ssince the accuracy available from flight test instrumentation is

sometimes only marginally better than the accuracy of the original
I assumptions.

The most critical quantity in the rotor performance breakdown is
the duct average total pressure at the tip, yet this is a most diffi-

cult measurement to take in view of the temperatures and accelera-
tion g loads prevailing at that point. Six of the best commercially
available transducers have been installed during whirl stand and
flight tests, and considerable effort has been expended on calibra-
tion procedures. To date, however, full confidence cannot be
placed in these readings. Calibration under full temperature, pres-

Ssure, and g load is an absolute requirement in order to establish
this confidence, and atteniipts to obtain such a calibration are being

i continued as part of the follow-on flight test program.

- As matters now stand, the measured tip pressures cannot be recon-
ciled with other data on mass flow, leakage, tip cascade area, and
cascade discharge coefficient. If the measured pressures were
some 5 percent higher, they could be reconciled with those factors,
and, in addition, would become more consistent with pressures
calculated from classic duct friction coefficients. Figure 28 pre-
sents a representative sampling of flight test tip pressure data,
"along with an indication of whirl stand results and the originally
estimated performance.

Pending justification for revising the tip pressures, the measured
pressures have been taken at face value in studying the probable
performance of other rotor components. Obviously, a series of
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minor adjustments may be necessary when the tip pressure-mass
flow contradiction is finally resolved.

Rotor horsepower available versus engine discharge pressure,
Figure 29, represents the first step in establishing a component
performance breakdown based insofar as possible on measured
parameters. Since rotor horsepower is not measured directly
but is calculated from many input quantities and the line shown is
based on similar calculations, no valid comparisons can be drawn
in Figure 29. However, this tentative assessment of rotor power
input leads to external aerodynamic performance comparisons as
follows.

The basic gas conditions that were used to calculate the rotor
horsepower given in Figure 29 (used in conjunction with Figures
30, 31, and 32) and the equivalent values of engine gas power

based on those gas conditions are given in Appendix IV.

In Figure 30, rotor torque coefficient is plotted against rotor
thrust coefficient, with the resulting correlation suggesting that
the blade profile power factor may be 1. Z5 rather than 1. 0 as
could be expected for a helicopter rotor of normal construction.
The XV-9A rotor does have surface irregularities at the leading
edge segment joints that could no doubt cause a drag increase of
this magnitude. Future Hot Cycle rotors will, of course, incor-
porate additional finesse in fabrication to avoid this roughness.
Figure 30 also illustrates the fact that a 25-percent increase in
blade profile power fhctor results in an increase of less than 10
percent in hovering power required.

Figure 31 presents a study of forward flight performance of the
XV-9A, based on the tentative horsepower available of Figure 29.
In order to deduce the aircraft parasite drag area, Arn , dummy
plots of power required versus true airspeed were prepared for
assumed values of parasite area and forn the ,-to torque coefficient-
deduced from the hover tests. Three dummy plots were prepared:

Gross weight = 14, 500 pounds, sea level standard
Gross weight = 13, 000 pounds, sea level standard
Gross weight = 14, 500 pounds, 2, 000-foot standard

This set of plots permitted correction of the level flight points to
allow for the effect of density and gross weight variation from point
to point. When the corrected points were plotted against a back-
ground grid of power required versus true airspeed, it was possible
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Figure 32, Tuft Behavior in Cruise Flight. - -
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to observe the helicopter parasite drag area. Those calculations
that best fair the various sets of flight data are reproduced in
Figure 31 along with the test points. Data handled in thiss fashi•n
indicated that the parasite drag area, AIf, of the helicopter for
early flights (up to flight 13) was approximately 62 square feet.
During these flights, nacelle 2airings were not yet installed and

the yaw valve was apparently open approximately 25 percent. The
flow coefficient of the yaw valve was not known, but, to be con-
servative, the entire engIne airflow (less 3-percent leakage of the
diverter valves) was assumed to go to the rotor tips.

For flights after flight 13, the rudder surfaces were rerigged 5
degrees to the right relative to the yaw valve. Yaw valve position

was then measured, and found to be closed in cruising flight,
ensuring that a minimum amount of flow bled out the yaw valve.
Also, nacelle fairings were installed, producing a drag reduction.

Data from flights 13 through 20 were corrected for density and
weight variations, and the parasite drag area was found to be 45
square feet.

The helicopter was then tufted on the upper side of the left wing,
the left side of the pylon, ard the upper left fuselagp back to the
tail. In-flight motion picture. indicated that a substantial amount
of separation existed, causing the high parasite drag area deduced
from flight test. Analysis of the configuiaation, with information
gathered from individual pictures of the tufled helicopter (Figure
32), indicated that the separation was caused by flow interference
between the rotor hub and the fixed airframe surface. A compon-
ent drag analysis was made, and it was concluded that with
improved fairing of the hub, pylon, wing leading edge, landing
gear, and so forth, the helicopter parasite drag could be reduced
to 22 square feet.

Theoretical calculation of power required using the reduced para-
site drag area of 22 square feet was made, and the result was
plotted, in Figure 33, showing the predicted effect of drag cleanup.

A final result of the tentative r.wer available curve is the specific
%k fuel consumption study of Figurzt. 34. Fuel flows used here have

been corrected in accordance with the discussion given in Appendix
IV. The flight points lie apprcx'irnately 5 to 8 percent above the
predicted levela, which is ger, raily consistent with the direct fuel
flow versus lift correlation of Figure 19. This agreement cannot
be con.strued as adding confidence to the fuel flow levels, since
the same values are used in each figure, but it does suggest that
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the external aerodynamic assumptions relating rotor power to lift

are consistent on an overall basis. The general level of specific

fuel consumption deduced in Figure 34 must be taken as highly

encouraging, since there are many known areas for future in,prove-
incent in blade aerodynamic cleanness.

Figure 35 is included herein for convenience of reference. This
figure shows ideally expanded jet velocity as a function of duct
centerline total pressure for various exhaust gas temperatures.
This curve incorporates the effects of real gas thermodynamic
properties and also accounts for the ratio of average to centerline
total pressure for fully developed turbulent flow at Reynolds and
Mach numbers characteristic of the xY-9A rotor ducting.

e. Yaw Valve Characteristics

The XV-9A has a reaction-jet-powered rotor that produces no
shaft torque except from bearing friction, Directional control in

the XV-SA during hover is by means of a reaction-jet yaw valve
in the aft fuselage. (Aerodynamic rudder surfaces hinged to the

V-tail stabilizers provide the primary directional control in for-
ward flight.

Results of flight tests indicate that the yaw valve operates success-
fully in principle, but it has certain deficiencie.s that limit its use-
fuiness. These are:

1. The gas generator speed will increase when the yaw valve
is opened,, and an overspeed will result under certain
conditions. During yaw valve tests at full power on a single
engine, the engine speed increased from 103 to 105 percent
and was above the established maximumn speed of 104 percent
for five seconds. This same type of overspeed could occur in
a steady hover turn at full power, if the engines were topped

witn the yaw valves closed,

2, At full power, a wide open yaw valve can cause a 30-percent
reduction of rotor power, even if the engine is initially topped

at maximum temperature at a speed (103 percent +) that will

allow the engine to reach the maximum speed (104 percent) in
steauy-state conditions. This results from a combination of

the direct loss in power due to mass flow bleed and reduced
engine temperature and pressure reached along a fuel control
droop line when the yaw valve is opened. -
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3. The di•rect in of vw and ruddev leads to opening of

the yaw valve when the pedals are moved, causing an increase

of engine exit area that produces an undesirable change in

engine speed during a maneuver.

f. Power Management

The power management system for the gas generators in the
XV-9A consists essentially of the same type of pilot-actuated
levers and rotor-speed signal input to the fuel control as are
found in shaft-driven helicopters. The principal difference in
power management for the Hot Cycle results from the interaction
effect of one engine on the other, because they share common ducts
from the rotor hub to the blade tips.

Normal procedure for power setting is to set collective pitch to
obtain the desired flight condition and to use twist-grip control to
attain the desired governed rotor speed. Therefore, power lever
changes were then made as required during flight to maintain a
nearly matched engine speed (NG) condition.

The technique of setting matched engine speed was found to be the
most practical means of engine operation, since the YT-64 engine
is highly responsive to power lever changes at all speeds above

Flight Idle and any change in power lever angle is immediately
reflected by change in engine speed. Analysis of engine operating
data indicated that with matched NG the two engines shared very

nearly the same amount of the exit area, which is highly desirablc
for optimum acceleration characteristics, power output, and

assurance of operation within the allowable temperature limits.

During the flight test program, a power recovery from near auto-
rotation was attempted, and the pilot experienced a hangup in
which gas generator 2 lagged considerably behind gas generator 1

in speed and compressor discharge pressure. It was determined
t hat•. the initial difference in gas generator speed was 6. 2 percent
(78. 1 versus 71. 9 percent). Later investigation by the engine

manufacturer disclosed that inherent differences between engines
can lead to a hangup, or even a rollback, if the rotor speed is low
(85 percent or less) and gas generator speeds are more than

5 percent apart. With these conditions in mind, the pilot was able
to perform the balance of this program with no hangup by keeping
the rotor speed above the noted 85-percent lower limit and gas
generator speeds more closely matched and always in excess of
88 percent NG.
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Power control in the "KV- 9A ali-craft was affected by the jet-
reaction yaw valve during nonhovering flight. When the yaw valve
was opened, the total engine exit area increased, which caused
engine speed, NC, and temperature, T 5 , to vary.

The rotor- speed-governing system utilized a hydraulic speed servo

system to drive the fuel control rotor-speed signal input. Occa-
sionaldrift of the rotor-governing system would cause a mismatch
in power lever angle during normal twin-engine operation. This
was objectionable to the pilot, in that power lever position did not

consistently reflect a given NG or power output. For future
designs, the rotor governing system should be modified to mini-
mize this tendency to drift.

4. Flying Qualities

All normal helicopter maneuvers were performed during the 15-
hour flight test program within the restricted air space available
at tne Hughes Culver City plant. All control positions, rates, and
attitudes were recorded continuously, during flight, and significant
quantitative data, corrected to a mid center of gravity and a refer-

ence weight, where applicable, are presented herein.

It is anticipated that during the 20-hour follow-on test program
additi-znal stability and control tests will provide sufficient data to
more fully evaluate the flying qualities of the XV-9A throughout
the allowable flight envelope of the aircraft.

The qualitative evaluation of the flying qualities of the current

XV-9A, in general, is considered adequate for this type of
research aircraft where an existing rotor system (whirl test
rotor) is combined into a flight article with minimum modifica-
tion to the basic rotor system. As stated in Reference 5, future
redesign in the area of the hub and control system, to include
the use of moderate hub restraint, would provide substantial

i.provement in the stabiiity and control characteristics of the
XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft.

a. Hover

The XV-9A in hover in ground effect at 20-foot wheel height is
relatively stable. Qualitative evaluation of the control response in
pitch aad roll is considered adequate, but somewhat sluggish. Rotor
damping in both pitch and roll is considered low. This comment is
based on pilot's observations rather than measurements. No
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step-type control motion tests were included in this program. It
is expected that such tests will be part of the 20-hour follow-on
flight test program, at which time a comparison of predicted and
ictual damping versus control power will be made.

This qualitative evaluation of hover flying qualities of the XV-9A
from pilot comments is as predicted in Reference 5, and is directly
attributed to the present free-floating hub rotor system of the
XV-9A. As mentioned above, by providing a modest amount of
hub elastic restraint, a substantial improvement in control
response and rotor damping will result from the offset coning
hinge acting as an effective offset flapping hinge.

In ground effect, the XV-9A is less stable than it is out of ground
effect. As the aircraft approaches the proximity of the ground,
the nose of the aircraft tends to pitch down and yaw to the right.
The results of th•m n'ose-down pitching can be seen in the hover
data (0 airspeed) in Figure 36. The longitudinal control position
in ground effect is approximately 10 percent more aft (2 degrees
cyclic) th; a it is out of ground effect. Although the aircraft is less
stable in ground effect than out oI ground effect, the pilot stated
that the disturbances experienced while hovering in close prox-
imity to the ground were no more uncomfortable than those experi-
enced in other single-rotor helicopters under similar flight
conditions,

During the early flights, the cyclic stick breakout forces were
considered objectionable. investigation indicated this character-
istic was caused by the high friction in the hydraulic power-control
servo valve O-ring. This friction force caused two objectionable
control characteristics: (1) once the controls were displaced by
the pilot, the friction force in the servo would cause the control to
tend to continue the control rniotion; (2) to stop the control motion,
the pilot would have to apply a reverse control force. The servo
valve spools were reworked to reducc friction and a limited reduc-
tion was obtained; however, a further reduction in breakout forces
was desirable and the use of servo spool dither was investigated.

Reference 11 reported the results of an investigation of the effects
of the use of a vibrator to reduce servo valve friction. Results
indicated that when the vibrator force is of the same order of --

magnitude as the valve friction, use of the vibrator overcomes
the adverse effects of the valve friction on control characteristics.
Based on these results, dither devices (vibrators) were installed
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on the servo valve input rods of the XV-9A. Pilot comments indi-
cated that a measurable improvement was noted in the ease of
controlling the cyclic stick.

Later flights also incorporated cyclic stick centering springs and
electric trim actuators, which further improved the controllability
of the aircraft.

b. Level Flight

Figure 36 presents the longitudinal control positions with speed.
The data points are corrected to the typical mid center of gravity
position (Station 298). The dash lines repe'esent the control posi-
tions corrected to the extreme forward (Station 294) and aft (Station
30]) center of gravity locations.

At the forward center of gravity positions, the aircraft can be
flown to speeds greater than 120 knots with adequate control mar-
gin. At the mid center of gravity position, the maximum speed
will be limited to approximately 120 knots, due to the available
cyclic control travel.

For the aft center of gravity position, with the current stabilizer
incidence fixed at 3-degree nose up, the corrected data indicates
that the aircraft forward speed will be limited by the available
cyclic travel to approximately 100 knots. If the control travel
margin per MIL-H-8501A were required, 'the maximum speed
would be reduced to approximately 90 knots. However, it is
anticipated that these speed limits will be increased during the
20-hour follow-on test program by investigating various rncthods,
such as increased stabilizer incidence, increabed rotor speed, or
increased cyclic control travel from the present limits of 10
degrees forward and 10 degrees aft.

During the early part of the test program, the pilot was required

to hold 20- to 30-percent (from neutral) right pedal to maintain a
straight heading during forward speeds of 40 knots to maximum
speeds tested. The cause was determined by measuring the indi-
vidual V-tail surface bending loads, and it was established that
there existed a differential load between the two surfaces, causing
a net yawing moment to the left. This differential tail load is
probably caused by small differences in incidence of the two tail
surfaces, or possibly by differential angle of attack of the two sur-

faces caused by the rotor flow field. This problem was corrected
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by rerigging the rudder surfaces to permit the use of essentially
neutral pedal (and hence zero-yaw valve opening) in cruise flight.I
Qual.tative evaluation of the dynamic longitudinal and directional
stability in forward flight is considered adequate for the current
program. Howeer, these characteristics will be evaluated more

precisely during the follow-on 20-hour test program by evaluating
time histories of displace and hold and control pulse maneuvers.

C. Maneuvers

(1) Hover Turns

The directionr-1 control response of the current XV-9A in
hover turns is considered adequate. Some of the early prob-
lems and fixes are discussed in the following parcgraphs.

Also discussed is the anticipated improvement in directional
control response of the XV-9A for the follow-on 20-hour test
program.

The directional control response in hover turns, during the
early part of the test program, was considered inadequate.
As predicted, the XV-9A (which has a yaw jet but no tail rotor)
has low damping in yaw.

Pedal forces were initially high; however, it was found that by
exercising the pedals during flight the forces would decrease to
a satisfactory level. Investigation indicated that the high pedal
forces were caused by high seal friction and by high pressure
loads acting on the yaw valve rotor. Cutting back the stiffener
lip on the ,aw control rotor and modifying the rotor seals
relieved the pressure and friction loads and significantly
reduced the pedal forces.

There still existed the problein of indadequate yaw control.
Investigation indicated a large discrepancy betw on the meas-
ured initial yaw acceleration and the predicted yaw accelera-
tion using the measured thrust from the whirl tower yaw valve
tests. Installation of a pressure pickup in the exhaust exten-
sion duct, a component not installed on the whirl test configu-

¶ ration, indicated that a negative pressure acting on the exhaust
extension duct flange was cancelling approximately 40 percent
of the yaw valve thrust. Modification of the exhaust extension
duct flange, by adding cutouts around the duct periphery
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adjacent to the attach flange, increased the yaw thrust by a
substantial amount.

Figure 37 shows the measured yaw rates for full pedal deflec-
tion for the original and the modified yaw valves. It can be
seen that the initial yaw acceleration (slope of the yaw rate)
was more than doubled, from 5 degrees per second2 for the "
original yaw valve to 12 degrees per second 2 for the modified
yaw valve. However, this increase in yaw acceleration is
still below the MIL-H-8501A requirements. The reason for
the rcduced yaw acceleration over that predicted in Reference
5 stems from two factors: (1) a 25-percent increase in yaw
inertia over the original estimate; (2) the present yaw control
system limits the yaw valve opening to a maximum of 75 per-
cent for full pedal deflections. It is anticipated that a modi-
fied yaw control cable system would allow 100-percent yaw
valve opening, and thus increase the yaw thrust output by 3.>
percent.

(2) Sideward Flight

Sideward flights were conducted at an average gross weight
of 15, 300 pounds and corrected to the mid center of gravity
location (Station 298). With the modified yaw valves, the
XV-9A moves relatively easily into sideward flight. However,
pilot comments indicate that the control response of a jet yaw
control is somewhat sluggish as compared with a tail rotor
control system.

The control positions obtained are presented in
v~~e,,•, ±, gure .o.•

As can be seen, during sideward flight the cyclic stick moves
aft and in the direction of flight laterally. Aft cyclic move-
ments reach a maximum at approximately 17 knots to the left
and somewhat more than 20 knots to the right. 'I e pedal
movements reach a maximum at approximately 20 knots in
either direction.

(3) Rearward Flight

The XV-9A moves easily into rearward flight. The nose of
the aircraft tends to remain low even at higher rearward -
speeus. This is probably due to an uplift on the V-tail. The
longitudinal cyclic control positions obtained are shown in
Figure 39. As can be seen, as rearward speed is increased,
the cyclic stick is moved aft from 50 percent to 25 percent -*
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Gross Weight - 15, 300 lb
Lateral cg on Rotor CL
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Figure 38. Sideward Flight Control Position Versus Ground Speed.
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at approximately 15 knots for the mid center of gravity loca-

tion. For the critical forward center of gravity location, the
maximum aft cyclic will limit the rearward speed to approxi-

mately 20 knots,

(4) Climb

The flying qualities during a climb are considered adequate.
Vibration levels tended to increase with increasing power.

(5) Turns

The flying qualities during forward flight turns were con-
sidered normal. No adverse pilot comments were noted.
Vibration levels were substantially the same in nornmal turns
as in level flight at the same speed.

(6) Descents

The handling characteristics during an idle-power descent are
considered adequate. However, some adverse comments from -
the pilot were noted during descents; specifically, that during
descents the cyclic stick position was considered too far aft.
This will require further investigation during the follow-on
test program.

(7) Approach to Land and Touchdown

The handling characteristics during approach to land and
touchdown are considered adequate. Flare slows forward
speed effectively. Pilot comments indicate that the vibration
level during transition and flare is similar to that of large
shaft-driven sirngle-rotor helicopters. During the flare, the
aircraft has a tendency to yaw nose right, requiring some left
pedal input.

5. Vibration

Presented as Figures 40 through 42 are plots of vibratory accel-
eration versus calibrated airspeed, as follows:

Figure 40. Maximum Pilot Vertical Acceleration Versus

Calibrated Airspeed.
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Figure 41. Maximum Engine 1 Vertical and Lateral Accel-

eration Versus Calibrated Airspeed.

Figure 42. Maximum Engine 2 Vertical and Lateral Accel-

eration Versus Calibrated Airspeed.

The pilot vertical accelerometer was attached to the fuselage

"structure in the area below the pilot's seat. The engine acceler-
ometers were attached to the forward end of the engine mount

structure.

The vibration level shown on Figure 40 is slightly higher than
specified in MIL-H-8501A. However, two factors should be taken
into account: (1) vibration levels measured on structure are gen-
erally higher than those at the pilot's seat; (2) there is a fuselage

resonance near 3 per rev (see Fuselage Shake Test, page 15).

Pilot vertical vibration during transition generally peaked at
approximately ±0. 34 g. The peak during a flare was ±0. 56 g,
with the vibration level generally around ±0. 34 to ±0. 37 g. A nor-
mal turn in the flight pattern resulted in ±0. 32 g. During hover-
ing the pilot vertical vibration was ±0. 13 g.

6. Miscellaneous Hovering Tests

a. Sound Power Level

Sound power level data were recorded during hovering flig',t and
during 90-knot flyover at 50-foot altitude. In general, the sound
levels agreed with data recorded during previous whirl tests.
Sound data were recorded at from 50- to 400-foot distance from
the center of the rotor while hovering and with the aircraft on the
ground with the rotor turning at 100-percent rotor speed. These
data are presented in Figures 43, 44, and 45.

The XV-9A sound level was not objctionabU, to nearby observers.
The ground crew members in close proximity to the aircraft dur-
ing starting and shutdown used standard jet sound suppressor
muffs.

Sound level measured inside the cockpit during flight was 109
decibels. This was not considered objectionable to the pilot when
wearing a standard military pilot's protective headgear. Radio
communication during all ground and flight conditions was satis-
factory with cockpit doors closed.
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Flight 17 - Level Flight
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Figure 40. Maximum Pilot Vertical Acceleratiun Versus
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Flight 17 - Level Flight
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Flight i7 - Level Flight 0
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Figare 43. Sound P.'ressure Level In Hover.
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Ground operation; rotor at 100-percent rpm, flat pitch
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b. Rotor Downwash

Rotor downwash was measured with a hand-held anemometer,

while the helicopter hovered at a 27-foot rotor height. The ane-

morneter was held 4 feet above ground level and oriented to nias-
ure the downwash vertical flow. Maximum velocity measured was

73 feet per second at approximately 70-percent blade radius and
18 feet per second near the center of the rotor. These data agree
closely with downwash data reco ded during whirl tests.

The aircraft was hovered at 6-foot wheel height over unprepared
sod and dirt surfaces that varied from dead to green grass on the
sod surface and from loose dirt to small rocks on the dirt surface.

There was no engine foreign object damage (FOD) or rotor blade
damage incurred. Recirculation effects during hover were of the

magnitude of a 5- to 7-degree F rise in engine inlet temperature
when hovering in still air.

C. Static Electricity Buildup

Static electricity buildup was measured during hovering flight by
means of a high-voltage cable attached to the nose of the aircraft
ana instruments located on the ground for measurement of electro-

static voltage and charging current. The cable was kept off the
ground by a flexible wooden standard, and a steel grounding stake
was imbedded in the ground near the equipment.

The XV-9A was hovered at approximately 20-foot wheel height,
and the following average readings were obtained:

Electrostatic voltage 7 to 9 kilovolts
Charging current 2 microamperes
Capacitance Negligible

Measuring Equipment

Impedance bridge ESI Model 250-DA
Microammeter Simpson, 0 to 15 micro-

amperes dc

Electrostatic voltmeter 0 to 30 kilovolts, Scientific
Research Corporation
Model ESH- NOT

Because of the high humidity (75 percent) at the time of the test,
the data obtained may be lower than for conditions in drier air,
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However, the reduced electrostatic voltage buildup may be the
......-.. e ho. 1uonized) gases ejected from the tip cas-cade nozzles at the blade tips.
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DESCRIPTION OF TEST AIRCRAFT

The XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft is a helicopter having a three- i
bladed Hot Cycle pressure jet rotor driven by high-energy gases pro-
duced by two General Electric YT-64 gas generators The exhaust

gas flow produced by the YT-64 gas generators is ducted through
J-85 diverter valves, transition ducts, hub, and blade ducts to blade-
tip cascade nozzles that produce the rotor driving torque.

A general arrangement drawing of the aircraft follows (Figure 46).
A detailed description of the aircraft structure, systems, character-
istics, and design criteria is given in Reference 4.

WEIGHT SUMMARY

Pounds

Empty weight 8,656
Design minimum gross weight 10,000
Design gross weight 15, 300
Design alternate overload gross weight

(external load) Z5,500
Aircraft weight with zero fuel, crew,

and normal instrumentation (actual) 10, 645
Fuel (maximum) 3, 200
Ballast (internal) 1,455

PERFORMANCE (Design Objectives)

Gross

Weight Altitude and Speed
Condition (ib) Temperature Qn)

Maximum Speed 15, 300 Sea Level Standard 140
Maximum Speed 10,000 Sea Level Standard 150

ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS

Number of blades 3

Rotor radius 27. 6 feet
Blade area (3 blades) 217. 5 square feet
Disc area 2, 392. 0 square feet .
Rotor solidity 0.091
BLde chord 31. 5 inches SI
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Blade arfoil 
WT, A 0. .Blade twist -8 degrees

Hot gas ducts
Number of ducts per blade 2Total duct area per blade 54. 8 square inches
Blade-tip cascade area per
blade (closure valve open) 37.5 square inches

ROTOR SPEED

VT

Mr-In(fps)
Design operational, power-on 243 700or power-off 

(-00-percent NR)Design minimum, pu yer-on 225 648
Design maximum, power-on
(red line) 255 734
Design maximum, power-off
(red line) 280 807
Rotor speed, limit, power-on
or power-off 295 848

POWERPLANTS

General Electric YT-64 gas
generators with modified
first~stage comprebsor biading 2

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

Feet
Ai.rcraft length (rotor turning) 59. 70
Fuselage length 44. :7Tread of main wheels 1 1. 00
Height (to top of rotor hub) 12. 40
Width (across lateral pylons) 12. 20

EMPENNAGE

Area (total) 54. 00 square feetDihedral 
45.0 degreesSweep 
7.5 degrees

Figure 46
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Incidence (rcferenced to 1. 0 degree
rotor shaft) t5 degree adjustment
Chord 3. 50 feet
Span 15.40 feet
Aspect ratio '-eometric) 4.35
Airfoil NACA 00 12
Rudder chord k.7. 5 percent,

including overhang) 1.31 feet
Rudder span 15.40 feet
Rudder area 19.90 square feet
Rudder deflection *20.0 degrees

MAXIMUM CONTROL DISPLACEMENTS 4

Cyclic control

Longitudinal cyclic pitch 10 degrees
Longitudinal cyclic stick travel 11 inches

Lateral cyclic pitch ±7 degrees
Lateral cyclic pitch stick travel 10 inches

Collective
Collective -pitch travel 12 degrees
Collective -stick travel 7. 5 inches

Rudder pedal (from neutral)
Full left 3.0 inches
Full right 3.0 inches
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APPENDIX I

DESCRIPTION OF TEST INSTRUMENTATION

Tor the 15-hour flight test program, the XV-9A Hot Cycle Research
Aircraft was equipped for continuous onboard recording of instruinen-
tation measurements and pilot comnments during all flight test opera -

tIons. The recording equipment provided permanent records that
were later analyzed to obtain required test data. Test instrumentation
(Figure 47) was used to measure flight parameters, engine and rotor
performance, stability and ccntrol characteristics, dynamic charac-
teristics, structural loads, and structural temperatures.

RECORDING EQUIIPMENT

Oscillographs

Two 50-channel oscillographs were used for recording strain-gage and
transducer outputs, as listed on pages 117 through 119. Each oscillo-
graph was equipped with a 400-foot-capacity paper magazine. The
oscillographs were set to run at one-inch-per-second paper speed, with
provision for a 10-ij~ch- per- second jump speed controlled by a switch
on the pilot's cyclic stick for high-speed data acquisition. Ansco color
paper was used fox all operations. Results were very satisfactory, and
data reduction was simplified by having fou-. different color data traces
available for trace identificatior and separation.

The strain-gage bridges on the rotor were plugged into junction boxes
on the rotor head that were connected to a 200-track slip ring. The
slip ring installation is shown in Figure ,8. 1 rorn the slip ring, tne
wires ran to bridge balance boxes. These balance boxes had the capa-
bility of being used in a common power configuration. The use of
common power greatly reduced the number of slip ring tracks required
for a given number of bridges. For strain gages and transducers
whose outputs did not pass through the slip ring, additional. balance
boxes were used. These balance boxes employed an individuop voltage
adjustment on each channel for attenuation. The oscillographs and
balance boxes are shown in Figures 49 and 50.

Temperature Recorders

Two potentiometer -type 1Z-point thermocouple ternperature recorders
(Figures 50 and 51) were used to monitor rotor and fuselage tempera-
tures as listed on pages 119 and 120. Chromel-alumel thermocouples

-1
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Instrument P•ancl
Pilot's and Auxiliary

Cockpit Panel

linstruxuentation

Control Panel

Rotor Strain Gages

Engine and ndRotor ickups
Hielicoptcr Photo Panck

Performance
Data

T e mlp er a tu r e s IR lit o

200-'1 raccupl
Slip Ring

TC Switch Boxes

Hot The rmocouple
Junction , Switch Boxes

FT! 1 Fusclagc Strain Gages
Balance Boxes Acceleronmeters

Control !)eliections

Oscillo-
graph 1gahFuselage

Gscillo- Datagraph 2 -

I, otor Data

're mp cra- T empe ra-i turc I hre

Record-A" i , cord : •.

/C C/A

Figure 47. Instrumentation Schenm~ti .
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Figure 50. View of Oscillographs and Temperature

Recorders, Looking Aft.

"Figure 51. Temperature Recorder Installations.
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were used for rotor nleasurtmelnts, and iron-constantan thermocouples
were used for fuselage mieasuremiients.

Switching boxes were used to provide 120 rotor and 120 fuselage tem-
perature locations. Output from the rotor thermocouple switching
.oux•, (Figui'c 52) was compared with a Lot. r..fercnce junction before
the slip ring to prevent end-junction dissimilar metals from forming
a thermocouple that could introduce error into the imeasurement since
the slip ring had gold contacts. A hot reference junction was not used
in the fuselage thernmocouple circuit, and iron-constantan wires were
used all the way to the Brown recorders.

Photopaanel

The photopanel (Figures 53 and 54) was used to monitor engine per-
formance functiuns and flight parameters for analysis and evaluation
of the I-Hot Cycle propulsion systemn. Gages used in the photopanel, as
listed on page 117, were standard calibrated in itrument-panel-type
gages as used in the pilot's panel. A 35nm, sequence camhera with a
400-foot film magazine operating at one frame per second was used for
�,A j p S\c! . . --. itch en the pilct's cyclic siich was•a ispd

to increase operating speed to 0 frames per second for high-speed
data acquisition. Satisfactory results were obtained using panchro-
matic filnm and the reftected light of two 32-volt 250-watt iamlps

operating at 28 volts.

_•, Recorder

A battery-powered tape recorder was used to monitor all radio com-

mumication between the pilot and the ground observers. Data was read
off the instrument panel by the pilot along with a data correlation num-
ber to establish flight parameters during a test point. The data corre-

latior system is described below. Tape speed used was 1-7/8 inch per
second using a 1, 200-foot spool of Mylar tape, which provided two
hours of recoiding.

Data Correlation

With flight data being recorded on various different pieces of equip-
ment, it was necessary to incorporate a data correlatiou system to

simplify the task of data reduction alter a test flight. The data corre-
lation system provided a timing number on all instrumentation records
simultaneously at two-second intervals. This systemn was activated by

an intervalometer that triggered the following: (1) counters on the
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Eigurc 52. Rotor Tte~i.11cUjuple Switching Boxes.

Figure 53. Photopanel Installation.
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pilot's panel and photopanel, (2) event counters in each oscillograph,

and t3) number-stamping machines attached to each temnpcraturc£ recorder.

Cockpit CaL-•uet -1 ..

A 16 nim motion picture camera was mounted in the left seat of the
helicopter. A 120-degree wide-angle lens provided coverage of the
instrument panel, the pilot's hands, and the horizon. A 400-foot mag-

azine provided 12 ininutcs of film at 24 frames per second.

LIST OF INSTRUMENTATION MEASUREMENTS

Pilot's Panel, Diiect Reading Instrurnents

Air speed indicato-

Pressure altitud %icator

Rate of climb indicator

Attitude indicator, pitch and roll

Turn and bank indicator

Engine turbine speed indicator, each engine

Engine discharge pressure indicator, each engine

Engine exhaust gas temperature indicator, each engine

Engine fuel flow indicator, each engine

Engine oil pressure indicator, each engine

Engine oil temperature indicator, each engine

Fuel quantity indicator, dual reading, forward and aft tanks

Hydraulic pressure indicator, dual reading, both systemns
*' -. • ' i. LLJ ,I A . JiIIt*, 1 )1{ L I.

Rotor oil pressure indicator

Rotor oil temperature indicator

Crorsflow indicator

Tilt-stop indicator

Ammeter (2)

Voltmete r

Inverter frequency meter

Emergency rotor tachometer

Outside air temperature indicator

"Compass

Auxiliary Cockpit Panel, Direct Reading Instruments

Engine vibration amplitude indicator, each engine

"* Clock
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Collective conitrol position indicaitor
i'ong i udiaid ICyclic c oIUrlp0i3 P ~iLI t IIIUm I riP-)

Laiteral cyclic control positionl indicator

R~udder pedal positioni indicator

I rcssurc altitudc indlicator
Acceleronneter, vertical
Engine discharge pressurec indicator (senisitive", each cnigintc
IDat.- cor relation coitinte r
Oscillograph record counter
Film footage counter, plhotopane I

I~hotojhincl ( 35min Seqo't.icu Cza'o ra ), Flight Pa raniete rs and Engl'ine

Pc'rfornmance

Airspeed indicator
11.:cssure altitude indicator
Rotor tachomneter
C~ollectiv' -pitch position iiidicatoz
En~gine turbjnce discharge pre ssure indicato~r, each enginle
Engine turbiine discharge teinperature indicator, each enginie
Engine comipressor discharge pressure indicator, each enigine
Engine compressor discharge temperature indicator, each enginc

Engine turbine speed indicator, each engine
Engine fuel flow,, indicator, each engine
Engine inlet temperature indicator, each engine
Clock
Data correlation counter
Fuel counter, both engines

Tip cascade position indicator

Oscillograph No. 1, 50 Channel, Performiance, Stability and Control,
and Structural Load Measuremients

Rotor rpmi and azimnuth
Collective-pitch position
Compressor discharge pressure, each engine
Turbine discharge pressure, each engine
Power lever angle, each engine
Compressor variable geomnetry position, each engine
Engine rpm, each engine
Engine mount acceleration, vertical, each engine

Engine mount acceleration lateral, each engine
Blade-tip gas pressure, three blades (forward and aft ducts)
Angle of sideslip
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Yaw-controi duct pressure
Yaw-control outlet duct pressure

Y-duct crossflow vane position
4 Longitudinal cyclic-control pcsition

Lateral cyclic-control position
* Rudder pedal position

Rudder surface position
Rate of pitch
Rate of roll
Nf govemnor shaft rpm, each engine
Diverter valve position, each valve
Rate of yaw
Pitch attitude
Roll attitude
Directional heading
Vertical acceleration at cg
Lateral a,.'celeration at cg

Control actuator position, rh

Control actuator position, lh
Co:ntrol actuator position, vertical
Fuselage-longeron axial strain, Station 321, upper lh
Fuselage-longeron axial strain, Station 321, lower lh
Fuselage-longeron axial strain, Station 321, upper rh

Fuselage-longeron axial strain, Station 321, lower rh
Stabilizer bending. lh forward spar
Stabilizer bending, lh rear spar
Stabilizer bending, rh forward spar
Stabilizer bending, rh rear spa-:
Data correlation

Oscillograph No. 2, 50 Channel, Rotor Geometry, Blade and Hub

Structural Load Measurements

Rotor rpm and azimuth
Collective-pitch position
Stran winduen biue blade

Blade pitch angle

Blade flapping angle
Hub tilt angle
Flapwise bending, Station 63, front and rear spar, blue blade
Flapwise bending, Station 75. 4, front and rear spar, blue blade
Flapwise bending, Station 100, front and rear spar, blue blade
Flapwise bending, Station 140, front and rear spar, blue blade

Flapwise bending, Station 220, front and rear spar, blue blade

Flapwise bending, StaLon 270, front and rear spar, blue blade
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Chordwise bending, Station 90. 75, front and rear spar, blue blade
Chordwise bending, Station 149. 0, front and rear spar, blue blade
Vhordtise shear, Station 23, feathering ball, blue blade
Vertical shear, Station 23, feathering ball, b~lue blade

Duct torsion, Station 15, inboard articulate duct, yellow blade
Blade torsion, Station 38, blue blade
Blade torsion, Station 83, blue blade
Main shaft bending, WL-12. 0 in plane of blue blade
Main shaft bending, WL-12. 0, 90 degrees to blue blade
Hub gimbal lug bending
Hub plate strain, forward and aft
Pitch-arm-link load (3 blades)
Swashplate drag-link load
Acceleration, lateral, upper bearing support
Acceleration, longitudinal, upper bearing support
Acceleration, vertical, fuselage at horizontal stabilizer
Acceleration, lateral, fuselage at horizontal statilizer
Acceleration, vertical, cockpit
Acceleration, lateral, cockpit
Longitudinal cyclic position
Lateral cyclic posi.tion
Longitudinal stick force
Lateral stick force
Cascade valve position
Landing gear oleo position, both oleos
Air speed

Temperature Recorder No. 1 (Chromel-Alumel), Rotor Temperatures

Blade-tip gas temperature, blue blade
Front spar temperatures, blue blade
Rear spar temperatures, blue blade
Flexure temperatures, blue blade
Rib temperatures, blue blade
Spar cooling-air temperatures (3 blades)
Outer-skin temperatures, blue blade
Gas-duct wall temperatures, blue blade
Rotor shaft temperatures
Tip transducer housing temperature
Root cooling-air temperature
Spar temperatures, forward and aft --

Rotor spoke t&'nperatures
Ball-joint inner surface temperature
Lower bearing-housing temperature
Inboard articulate duct-seal temperature ... 4
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Temperature Recorder No. 2 (Iron-Constantan), Structural
Temperatures

Engine and engine accessory teenzoeratures
Engine and diverter valve bay temperatures
Lateral pylon temperatures
Radial and thrust bearing housing temperatures
Aft fuselage and yaw valve compartment temperatures
Yaw duct and Y-duct blanket temperatures
Y-duct bay temperatures
Yaw valve outlet temperatures

STRAIN GAGE INSTALLATION

Foil strain gages with a high-temperature epoxy backing and attached
with a high-temperature c ement were used in areas where tempera-
tures above 200 degrees F were expected. For application where the
temperature was not expected to exceed 200 degrees F, a ioom-
temperature-curing epoxy was used. Each gage installation was sub-
jected to a short cure at the expected operating temperature, to
prevent drift.

All strain-gage bridge installations had four active gages, with the
exception of the hub plate strain, which had two active gages. All
strain-gage bridges on the blade were waterproofed and protected by
silastic-rubber compound. This compound was also used to attach
the strain-gage lead wiring to the spar. Information on the location of
strain-gage bridges is given in Figures 55 and 56.

BLADE THERMOCOUPLE INSTALLATION

Chromel-alumel (K calibration) thermocouples were used exclusively
on the rotor. These thermocouples were 30-gage wire with double-
woven fiber glass insulation. The thermocouples on -che blade skins,
flexures, and duct walls were attached by spotwelding the thermo-

the temperature was measured. These thermocouples and wiring
were installed during the initial fabrication of the blue rotor blade,

The temperature of parts subjected to fatigue loading, such as the
spars, was measured by using a therrnocouple with a junction fused
by use of a mercury arc. These thermocouples were then cemente.d to
the part. The thermocouple wire on the spars was attached directly to
the spar with a silastic compound. The lead wire for the thermocouples
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17 FEA1 HERING BALL SHEAR (I OP) 9 F/S BENDING

/18 SKIN' TORSION ('IOP) 10 F/S BENDING

19 SKIN I-ORSION '7101

IIF/S A\IAJ

1 R/S BENDING 3 R'-/S AX:

2 R/S BENDING

20 FEATHERLING BAL.L SHEAR (REAR)

23 36 ~3 7 5.4 63.3 90. 75 100

Figure 55. Strain-Gage Bridge Locations, Rotor Blades -e
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34 0" GIMBIAL LUG BL.NDING

35 180° GIMBAL LUG BEINDING

1-F/.S BENDING

W~.L. +4,2 5

30 90" SHAF'I BENDING

31 90's SHAFI BENDING

_ _" .1 _ _ _ _ _
8 R/S BENDING
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Figure 56. Strain Gage, Gyro, Acceleromneter, and Transducer

Locations.
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Strain Gage G) r r
Num.,ber Local inn or "luiictiin N1! I'|bir L___ ocation_

I (Axial) Sta 325. 0 Upper 11 Longt to0 101 ]""d Fuel B-iN I St

2 (Amial) Sta 325. 0 Uppr R11 Lo h , ioun 101 iv.od I ul Bay Y St
3 (Axial) Sta 325. 0 Luv. er LI1 Lnmg.run I03 Si., 32,1. 13 Y",%,
4 (Axial) Sta 325. 0 Lower li Longcr:n 104 Sta 329. 13 1itch

LIt Stahilizcr-I ront Spar Bending 105 Sta 329. 1 1 oull
6 LlI Stablr1z,-r-Fr,,nt Spar lBt nding
7 LII St,,biliz(.r-Rcar Spar Biending
b L.I1 Stabil aztr -Rtar Spar BLtndn•i A t cie rntiuittr
9 RII Stabl ,7cr-I-ront Spar Bending NumIb(r Location

10 1(11 Stabilizer- roiat Spai Bcriding

I R.DI•, . I It Stablcz1 r--Rear Spar Bending 201 Racijl Bcarung
12 R11 Stabulizi.zr-Rear Spar Bendi ng 202 Radial BL3arinj

- 13 Blue Blade Axial Sta 90.75 (2v.. a)
•"V, 14 Blue Blade Axial Sta 90. 75 (Ali) 204 Pilots Scat Sti

315 Bluc Blade Axial Sta 149.0 (l-'\wd) 205 R t Uo pper L om

16 Blue Blade Axial Sta 149. 0 (Aft)

1 ]7 B1ue Blade Torsion Sta 38 (Upper) 206 Enipennage

" "1 8 Blur Blade Torsion Sla 38 (Lowcr) 207 01,I iptIii Age -

208 LIt1 Engine19 Blue Blade Torsion Statuon 83 (Uppcr) 209 RH Engint - \
20 Blue Blade Torsion Sta 83 (Lwer) 210 Lit Enginc -

21 Control System Drag Link 2
2 11 Rtt Engine -

22 Control System Longitudinal Cylinder
23 Control Systtnm LI1 Lateral Cylinder
24 Control System R11 Lateral Cylinder
25 Blue Blade Pitch Arm Control Rod 'I ra-isducer

26 YcIlow• Blade Pitch Arnm Control Rod N. nib r Loca
27 Red Blade Pitch Arm Control Rod
28 Rotor Shaft (Fwd and Aft Bending) 301 P-5 LI1 Engii
29 Rotor 1b7,aft (Side to Side Bending) 302 P--5 RI Lvn'ii

30 Ginibal Lug Bending 303 P-3 LII Lngui
31 Gimbal Lug Bending 304 P.-3 RHt Engii
32 Blue Blade ttorizontal Shear 305 Enginte \-Vial
33 Blue Blade Vertical Shear 306 Engine Varial
34 Blue Blade Bending Sta 63 (Front Spar) 307 LH Engine - I
35 Blue Blade Bending Sta 63 (Rear Spar) 308 RH Engine - I
36 Blue Blade Bending Sta 75. 4 (Front Spar) 304 Collective
37 Blue Blade Bending Sta 75. 4 (Rear Spar' 310 Rudder Pusiti

-' 38 Blue Blade Bending Sta 100 (Front Spar) 311 Longitudinal (
39 Blue Blade Bending Sta 100 (Rear Spar) 312 Lateral Cycli,
40 Blue Blade Bending Sta 1-10 (Front Spar) 313 Hub Tilt
41 Blue Blade Bending Sta 140 (Rear Spar) 3141 Blade Flappin
42 Blue Blade Bending Sta 220 (Front Spar) 315 Yellow Blade

LE 43 Blue Blade Bending Sta 2Z20 (Rear Spar) 316 Yellowv Blade
44 Blue Blade Bending Sta 270 (Front Spar) 317 Red Blade - 1
45 Blue Blade Bending Sta 270 (Rear Spar) 318 Red Blade - I
46 Hub Plate (Yvd) Blue Blade 319 Blue Blade -
47 Ilub Plate (Aft) Blue Blade 320 Blue Blade -

321 Blade P'iteh
322 Strap Windup
323 Longitudinal
324 RIt Lateral (

325 LIH Lateral C

326 Rudder Posit;D



Gyro
:ion or Functi,)n Number Location or Function

0 Upper LI1 Lon.gerun 101 Fwd Fuel Bay F Sta 200 - Pitch-Roll
0 Upper RH Longeron 102 Fwd Fuel Bay F Sta 265 -. Yaw Pitch
0 Lower LH Longeron 103 Sta 329. 13 Yaw
0 Lower l' IL.,rgeron 104 Sia 329. 13 Pitch

"ront Spar Bending 105 Sta 329. !3 Roll
:rent Spa: Bending
ýear Spar 7,'nding
{ear Spax Bcndxng
"tont Spar Bending Acceleroneter
•"ent Spar Bending Number Location or Function
'rant Spar Bending
tear Spar Bending 201 Radial Bearing (Lateral)
(ear Spar Bending 202 Radial Bearing (Longitudinal)

A Sta 90.75 (YFyi)
il Sta 90. 75 (Aft) 203 Pilots Seat Structure - Vertical

~]Sa 4. (w)204 Pilots Seat Structure - Lateral
J Sta 149. 0 (AFt) 205 RH Upper Longeron (Approx CG)Sian St 389.0 (Upp) 206 Empennage - Lateralsion Sta 38 (Lower) 207 Empennage - Vertical2)8 LH Engine - Verticalsion Station 83 (tUpper) 209 RH Engine - Vertical
sion Sta 83 (Lower) 210 LH Engine - Lateral
Drag Link 211 RH Engine - LateralLo g~u i a C li d r2_11 RH Engine - LateralLongil.ud ira! Cy!linder

LH Liateral Cylinder
RH Latcral Cvlinder
h Arm Control Rod Trantducer
it-h Arm Control Rod Number Location or Function
.Arm Control Rod
d anld i.ffl Bening) 301 P-5 LII Engine Pressure
e to Side Bending) 302 P-5 RH Engine
iding 303 P-3 LH Engine
iding 304 P-3 RH Engine
izontal Shear 305 (ngine Va:iab!e Ge-metri LH
tical Shear 306 Engine Variable Geometry RH
iing Eta 63 (Front Spar) 307 LH Engine - Power Lever Angle
iing Sta 63 (Rear Spar) 308 RH Engine - Power Lever Angle
iing Sta 75. 4 (Frmit Spar) 309 Collective
-ing Sta 75.4 (Rear Spar) 310 Rudder Po-ition
i-ng Sta 100 (Front Spar) 311 Irongitu2inal Cyclic
ling Sta 100 (Rear Spar) 312 Lateral Cyclic
ling Sta 140 (Front Spar) 313 Hiub Tilt

• ~ ~~~ I .. ... xt ý It • apvllig

ling Sta 220 ('ront Spar) 315 Yellow Blade - Pressure
ling Sta 220 (P,-ar Spar) 316 Yellow Blade - Pressure
ling Sta 270 (}'rorn 5par) 317 Red Blade - Pressure
ling Sta 270 (Rear Spar) 318 Red Blade - Pressure
Blue Blade 319 Blue Blade - Pressure

i3lue Blade 320 Blue Blade - Pressure
321 Blade Pitch
322 Strap Wincup
323 Longitudinal Cylinder Positio.i Indicator
324 RH Lateral Cylinder Position Indicator
325 LII Lateral Cylinder Positnon Indicator
326 Rudder Position
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installed on the blade was attached to the blade by three small sheet-
metal clips spotwelded to the blade segment. The wire underneath
these clamps was protected by wrapping it with fiber glass tape.
Silastic compound was then applied to hold the wire in place. The
arrangement worked very well.

The thermocouples installed in the blade-tip cascades were made
from inconel-sheathed chromel-alumel wire. Location of thermo-
couples is given in Figure 57.

FUSELAGE 3fRUCTURAL THERMOCOUPLES

Iron-constantan (J calibration) thermocouples were used to monitor
the temperatures in the critical areas of the fuselage. These thermo-

couples were attached directly to the parts by spotwelding. Thirty-
gage wire with doubie fiber glass insulation was used. The location
of the various thermocouples is given in Figure 58.

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE - OSCILLOGRAPHS

Strain Gages

All strain-gage bridges except the hub-plate strain and fuselage axial

strain bridges were calibrated by applying a known load to the particu-
lar part and monitoring the bridge output with a strain analyzer. The
strain analyzer reads in microinches of strain. A known accurate
resistance was then placed across one leg of the strain-gage bridge,
which shifted the strain anatlyzer reading a certain number of micro-
inches. This shift in strain was equated to the load required to pro-
duce the same shift. This procedure produced a value of applied load
indication for a given resistance shunt, across one leg of the bridge,
called an R-Cal equivalent. This R-Cal resistance was then used to
standardize or calibrate the oscillographs by applying the resistance
across the bridge leg; the resultant oscillographic trace deflection
then equaled the load for that partic-,ular R-Cal ,qu1 ..a-... Th-e ba.n..

boxes used on the XV-9A were equipped for R-Cal calibration on each
oscillographic trace, and this procedu'e was followed before and after

every flight.

Pressure Transducers -

The pressure transducers used were of the unbonded strain-gage type.,
and the calibration procedure was similar to that used for strain-gage
bridges as described above. Pressure was applied to the transducer ,--A
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analyzer for determining an R-Cal equivalent.

Accelerom. ters

Unbonded strain-gage accelerometers were calibrated by rotating
them 90 degrees each way from the center position. This gave a cali-
bration in each direction of the sensitive axis. The output of the
accelerometers was recorded by the oscillographs during calibration.

Displacement Transducers, Attitude and Rate Gyros

These transducers convert mechanical motion or displacement to a
change in electrical resistance by utilizing a potentiometer. Each
potentiometer was wired into a wheatstone bridge to condition the elec-
trical signal for use in the bridge balance boxes. The use of the
wheatstone bridge and balance box combination allowed these trans-
ducers to be calibrated in the same manner used for strain-gage bridges
and strain-gage devices.

Speed Measuring

The engine speeds, rotor speed, and rotor-driven engine governor
speeds were read on the oscillographs as pulse or sine-wave-type
sinals obtained from magnetic pickups. Speeds were determined by
counting the number of pulses or cycles per inch of paper. The oscil-
lograph paper speed was calibrated by applying a signal of known fre-
quency ....- •-- --• o the-r n channels and then counting
the number of pulses per i-ich for this known frequency.

Direct-Reading and Photopanel Gages

Direct-reading and photopanel gages were periodically calibrated in the
Hughes Aircraft Company Instrumentation Laboratory according to the
manufacturer's instructions and specifications. Pressure gages were
"LCest~e& WZ'L-1 a VYV31 LajN6L''- t ster or ~ 1JA preurcial~~l~

Engine tachometers and exhaust temperature indicators were checked
with a Jet-Cal calibration unit, which is a standard USAF test unit.

Thermocouple Calibrations - Temperature Recorders

The thermocouple wire used had standard tolerances of ±4 degrees F
to 530 degrees F and 3/4 percent from 530 to 1,000 degrees F. The
temperature recorders used were calibrated according to the manu-
facturer's instruction upon installation and at various times through-
out the program. The calibrations included both zero setting and span.
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FLEXURE INSTRUMENTATION

CODE; BC-2-3 - BLUE BLADE. FLEXURE 2

FROM ROOT, TC NO, 3

RC-Z-3 -RED BLADE ETC. Y

YC-Z-3 -YELLOW BLADE. ETC. -

INST R. FLEXURES:
BLUE BLADE - NOS. 2, 4, 6, S, 10, 2

12, 14, 16 AND 18 1ii

RED BLADE - NOS 2 AND 18

YELLOW BLADE - NOS. 2 AND 18
NO. 8

NO. 7 NO. 6 NO. S

DUCT GIMBAL I

-.~-- NO. 3

.•-NO. 2 (1.0 IN. BELOW SEAL)

SHAFT AND HUB THERMOCOUPLES

ON INNI

BHIb-
OUTER FWD SURF OF INB'D

ART DUCT SEAL AT TOP ONLY

HUB LUCT

DUST GIMBAL RING-

NOTES: .1

±. ALL THERMOCOUPLES CHROMEL ALUMEL

2. REFERENCE DRAWINGS 285-u937, -0949, -0950, -0951, -100Z B

3. INSTRUMENTATION INB 'D OF STA 91 ON BLUE BLADE ONLY '

4. THE COUNTERPART OF BCD-1 ON THE OTHER BLADES IS:
RED RCDF, YELLOW YCDF

5. THE COUNTERPART OF BDC-Z ON THE OTHER BLADES 15;

REP RCDR. YELLOW YCDR

Figure 57. Thermocouple Locations, Rotor Blades and Hub -

Flight Test.
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FLEXURE THERMOCOUPLES (TYPICAL)

LEXURE INSTRUMENTA'I)ON r-La. ."

3C -2-1 - BLUE BLADE, FLE 4XURE
FROM ROOT, TC NO. 3 (

ýC-Z_-3 -RED BLADE ETC. 2I I
1'C-2-3 -YELLOW BLADE. ETC. .....-

..14,.16 AND is 4 .8,~, 1~
ED BLADE -NOS Z ANDI 18 ~ ...

ELLOW BLADE - NOS. 2 AND 18

STATION 57
COOLING AIR BIIA BIZA

DUCT GIMBAL KING 
BIIB BIZB

TUBE

iFA L)

IB J - 1BI
ON INNER S URF OF TUBE BIA

SBZB B76
//B R--2 BR-3 BZA

BHI-i INNER SURF. OF RIB INNER SURF OF RIB 1F
OUTER FWD SURF OF INB'D BRA
ART DUCT SEAL AT TOP ONLY ON SURF

OF FLE'XURE

BZB
8l 2A

HUB DUCT

DUST GIMBAL RING

STATION 57 BIA BIB BZA 17t BIA

COOLING AIR (BIIB) (BlIA) (BIZB)

-0950. -0951, -1002
BLUE BLADE ONLY
'HER BLADES IS

"IHER BLADES IS:
s I H -

-. sand Hub - 19 24.25 33.25 45 37 8.
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BS-i-7, BS-1[-7 -8, BS-18-8 13S-1-2 1S

-.1 - B -- 1

5- -z "I BS-, .

BS- -i°I, BS-i8-1. BS-1-9, BS 18-9 B5-1 -3 B

SECTIONS C-C AND D-D SECIION A-A

SKIN THERMOCOUPLES BLADE SEGMENT N(

BIZA
BIZB B13 B14 BI5

"I.FLEXURE

0 SEG. No. I SEO. NO. 2 SEG. NO. 3 SEG. NO. 4 SEG, NO. 5 SEG. NO,0. SEG. NO. 7 SE(..

BZB - ___

B ZA B78 B3C PB55

RI 13

B2B
312A B 3C)

II A
_ 31•A B3) ffq•( Ir)I B4B1B4) B

A BIB BZA [I78

B) (BIIA) (BI2B) 141

I I I I 1 I I I I !

7 3 83.3 91 103.5 llu 1Z3. 5 140 i53, 5 1tc 178 5

ST.ATION
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BS-IB-2 S-1-4 BS-1 8-2

BS 1 1 S-1 -11, B5-1-14 ro" B - 5BS 1 1 S 8 -11'I, l

BS-1-3 BS-I -b BS- 8- 3

SECTION A-A SECTION
BLADE SEGMENT NO I BLADE SEGME1

_______ ______ ______I ______ ______ R C
I SEG. NO. 5 SEG. NO. t SEG. NO. 7 SEG. NO. 8 SEG. NO. 9 SEC. NO. 10 SEG. NOC 11 SEG. NO. 2Z SEG. 'NO. 13

B i

IIDo B7 (BI7)

1 1 - I I I I I I
40 . 53. S 1t , 17t 5 191 203. 5 Z10 220 228 5 241 253

S 5-A ' ION
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135-1 -• BS- ! 8-4

Bs-18-11• BS-18-5,,

S--

BS-18-3 BS-18-o

SECTION B-B

•ADE SEGMENT NO. 18

BIB bCD-

B2

-G. NO. !2 SEG. 'NO. 13 SEG. NO. 14 SEG. NO. 15 SEG. NO. lb SEG. NO. 07 SEG. NO. 18

40= BCD-2

BB

132
B8 ji8) 31 CL.1

BCL-2- _U 
B

SII I I I I

241 253, 5 2bb 27U 278. 5 303. 5 31b
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F'igure 58. Thermnocouple Location, Hot Gas Syeterm.
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Therrmoc ouple Th(.irnioL ilpl,Number Type Locat ion Nurnljt r Tyl),

I Case Generator Engine 1 49 Air Ri Nak2 Generator Engine 2 50 It
3 Fuel Control Engine 1 51
4 Ignition Box Engine 1 52
5 Ignitioli Box Engine 2 53
6 Stator Vane Aotuator Engine I Lit 54
7 Stator Vani Attuator Engine I RH 558 Fuel Nozzle Inlet - Top Engine I 5b
9 Htydrauli( Pump Engine 1 57

10 Engine Oil Punip Engine 1 58
11 Engine Oil Pu, p En jine 2 59
12 Accessory Drive Gearbox Engine 1 60
13 Front Frame Engine 1 61 LIt Nact14 Engine Compressor Engine I LH 62 Lateral
15 Cornprebor Engine 1 RH 63 I
16 Combustor 64
17 Combustor 6518 Turbine 66" 19 Turbine 67 Air Lateral
20 Exhaust Frame 68 Struct Ilt Nact21 Exhaust Frame 69 Struct Rit Nact22 Engine Exhaust Ciamp 70 Struct .l1 Nac(
23 Aft Engine Mount Flange 71 Struct Bit Nact-24 Aft Engine Mount Brace 72 Case Y-Duct 125 Wire Temp Engine 1 Tunnel LH 73 Case Crossov.26 Wire Temp Engine 1 Tunnel RH 74 Air Crossov,
27 Wire Temp Engine 2 Tunnel LH 75 Case Diverter28 Wire Temp Engine 2 Tunnel RH 76 Case Diverter29 Insulation Blanket Sta 260 Tunnel Li-I 77 Case Divereer
30 Case Insulation Blanket Sta 260 Tunnel RH 78 Air RH Nace
31 Air Engine I Tunnel LHi 79 Air Rif Nacc32 Air Engine I Tunnel RH 80 Air RH Nace
33 Case Crossover Shroud Engine 1 Insulation 81 Air RH Nace
34 Air Crossover Shroud Engine 1 82 Air RH Nace35 Struct Crossover Shroud Engine I LH 83 Struct Alurm Sk.36 Struct Crossover Shroud Engine I RH 84 Ca:,e Accessoa
37 Case Diverter Valve Actuator Engine 1 85 Case Insulatio
38 Case Diverter Valve Insulation Engine 1 86 C.Ise
39 Case Diverter Valve Insulation Engine 1 87
40 Case Diverter Valve Transition Duct Engine 1 88
41 Air LH Nacelle Sta 220 Top 89
42 220 LH- 90 Case Irstio,43 Z20 RH 91 Air Aft Fuse:
44 275 Top 9245 275 LH 93
46 LH 275 RH 94
47 Rif 275 Top 95 Air Aft Fusel48 Air RI- Nacelle Sta275 LH

D



The rrrmocouple
Location NunIber Type Location

Nacelle Sta 275 RH 96 Air Aft Fuselage
A45 Top 97 Case Bilows Insultion Blanket

245 LH 98 Case Ma• mon Clamp
245 RH 99 Case Yaw Valve Insulation Blanket
300 Top 100 Case Yaw V6lve Insulation Blanket
300 LH 101 Case Yaw Valve Insulation Blanket
300 RH 102 Air Yaw Valve Compartment
325 Top Approx 103 Air Y aw Valve Compartment
325 900 Approx 104 Air Yaw Valve Compartment
325 120" Approx 105 Case Yaw Valve Outlet Flange
344 Top Approx 106-
344 90' Approx 107 Struct Frame Fuselage Sta 376. 50

Nacelle Sta 344 120' Approx 108 Engine 1 Tunnel Sta 260 LH
'eral Py1,n LH Nacelle - Fwd 109 o g 260 RH

LH - Center 110 273 LH
LH - Aft III Tunnel Sta 273 RH
RH - Fwd 112 Crossover Shround ( Sta 275.11V RH - Center 113 Aft Engine Mountteri Pylon R1 Nacelle - Aft 114 Diagonal Tube

Nacelle - Cant Ri,' Web 115 Engine 1 Front Spar at145" Approx
Nacelle - Cant Rih Web 116 LH Nacelle - Outbd on Al Spar Web
Nacelle - BI 22 lop Flange 117 Aluminum Skin on Lateral Pylon
Nacelle - DA 22 Top Flange 118 Bl 22.00 Bulkhead

Duct Flange - Yaw Control 119 CanEed Rib Cap
ossover Shroud Engine 2 Insulation 120 Upper Pylon Tube
ossoverShroud Engine 2 121 Diverter Val-e Mounting Link
:erter Valve Actuator Engine 2 122 LH Nacelle 5ta 300 Top (Appiox)
ierter Valve Insulation Engine 2 123 4 4 4 at s5"
,erter Valve Insulation Engine Z 1?4 at 90'
1 Nacelle Sta 325 Top 125 LH Nacelle Sta 300 at 120" (Approx)
I Nacelle Sta 325 LH 126 Struct Yaw Valve Bracket
I Nacelle Sta 325 RH 127 Case Stationary Swashplate Bearing
I Nacelle Sta 300 Top 128 Case Cross Flow Indicator
I Nacelle Sta 300 Lit 129
jm Skin at Canted Rib Attachment 130 Air Y-Duct Bay
cessory Gearbox 131 Y-Duct Bay
,ulation Blanket Yaw Duct 132 Air Y-Duct Bay

133
134 Case Y-Duct Insulation Blanket
135 Case Y-Duct Insulation Blanket
136 Case Y-Duct Insulation Bianket

•ulation Blanket Yaw Durt 137 Fuel In - No. I Hydraulic Oil Cooler
t Fuselagt 138 Hydraulic Oil In No. 2 Hydraulic Oil Cooler

139 Fuel Out No. I Hydraulic Oil Cooler
140 Fuel in No. 2 Hydraulic Oil Cooler
141 Hydraulic Oil In No. 1 hlydraulic Oil Cooler

Fuselage 14Z Fuel Out No. 2 Hydraulic Oil Cooler

E



APPENDIX II
CONFIGURATION AND CHANGE LOG

Accomplished
Item Preflight

Number Description Number Date

1 Weighed aircraft; takeoff gross 1 3-11-64
weight 15, 369 pounds; ICG Station
300.2

2 Replaced forward fuel filter unit; 3 10-11-64
installed thermal relief valve in
fuel system

3 Installed flight type Potter fuel 3 9-11-64
flowmete r s

4 Rerigged yaw valve neutral with 3 9-11-64
pedals and rudder blocked neutral

5 Installed 2-pound weights on pilot's 3 12-11-64
cyclic-control stick

6 Removed stick weights from pilot's 4 13-11-64
cyclic-control stick

7 Change stabilizer incidence angle 5 18-11-64
to 3. 5 degrees nose up

8 Replaced engine 2 Potter flowmeter 6 20-11-64

9 Removed and reworked yaw valve 7 Z3-11-64
to reduce operating forces

10 Removed diverter valves, 7 23-11-64
S/N 010 lh and S/N 009 rh; installed
diverter valves, S/N 012 lh and

S/N 011 rh
(GE inspection and door rework
accomplished at EAFB)
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Accomplished

Item Preflight
Number Description Number Date

11 Removed control system servo 7 23-11-64
actuators, S/N 104, 102, 105;
installed control system servo
actuators, S/N 103, 106, 101,

"with reworked servo spool
assemblies to reduce friction

1Z Removed engine 2, S/N 101-3A; 7 Z3-11-64
installed S/N 026-lB

13 Installed engine oil hcader tanks 7 23-11-64

to eliminate venting

14 Revised fuselage ballast installa- 7 23-11-64
tion for initial center of gravity
at Station 298

15 Installed tabs in tip cascades to 7 23-11-64
decrease exit area by a total of
4 square inches (3 blades)

16 Installed emergency rotor tach- 7 23-11-64
ometer indicator and overspeed
unit

17 Increased stabilizer incidence to 7 23-11-64
5. 0 degrees nose up

18 Installed T 3 and T 5 indicators 7 23-11-64

on photopanel

47 Modified crossfiow indicator 7 23-11-64
and warn-divert unit

20 Installed cyclic stick trim 7 23-11-64
' actuators

21 Reworked diverter valve hydrau- 7 30-11-64
lic selector valves (Weston) to
eliminate intermittent operation
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Accomplished
It-e!m Preflight

Number Description Number Date

22 Reworked diverter hydraulic supply 7 30-11-64

valve (Vinson) to eliminate inter-
mittent operation

23 Installed accumulator and filters 7 30- 11 -64

to rotor-speed-governing system

24 Relocated MLG ballast to fuselage; 7 2-12-64

installed 250-.pound ballast in
cockpit

Z5 Rerigged yaw control valve and 7 2-12-64

rudder system, neutral yaw valve,

pedal position, and rudder position

26 Installed alternate airspeed indica- 8 8-12-64

tor connected to original pitot and
static sources

27 Removed both cyclic trim actua- 8 8-12-64

tor units to rework centering
springs

4 degrees nose up

29 Reduced MLG tire pressure to 8 9-12-64
45 psi

30 Rerigged collective for O= 0 degree 9 11-12-64
at 0. 75 radius on downstop

31 Moved fuel totalizer indicators to 9 10-12-64

photopanel

32 Changed alternate airspeed 9 10-12-64

indicator to noseboom pitot

33 Installed weights on forward 10 14-12-64

engine mounts, 205 pounds each

engine; forward cowling removed
for flight
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Accomplished

Item Preflight
Number De c ript. on Nurnber Date

34 Installed dither actuators on con- 10 14-12-64
trol servo actuator spool rod
assemblies

35 Installed alternate airspeed system 10 14-12-64

indicator or. photopanel

36 Removed fuselage ballast, 10 10 14-12-64
pieces, 475 pounds; revised

loading, initial gross weight
15, 309 pounds, initial cc.nter of
gravity Station 298. 0)

37 Changed stabilizer incidence to 11 22-12-64
3. 0 degrees nose up

|
38 Moved OAT indicator from left- 12 23-12-64

hand instrument panel to photo-
panel

39 Rerigged rudders to 5 degrees right 13 30-12-64
with pedals and yaw valve neutral

40 Installed cyclic control trim 13 4-1 -65
actuators and centering springs -
final springs

41 Rerigged collective for 0 = - 1 degree 1 3 4-1-65
at 0. 75 radius on downstop

42 Conducted weight anci balance 14 7-1-65
c eck'- initial g.-. .s '.(ý'ight
15, 264 pounds, initial center of

gravity Station 297. 3

43 Rerigged collective for 14 8-1-65
0 = -2 degrees at 0, 75

radius on downstop

4
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Accuinplsned
Item Preflight

Number Description Number Date

'14 Installed 40-pound ballast at tail 15 11-1-65
landing gear; initial gross weight
15, 804 pounds, initial center of

gravity 298. 0

45 Sealed blade leading edge segments 15 11-1-65
from Station 100 outboard to tip
with RTV 102 sealer to eliminate

cooling air leakage and improve
aerodynamic performance

46 Replaced rotor hub cooling seal 15 11-1-65
curtain

47 Modified yaw-control valve ex- 15 12-1-65
haust extensions to provide
increased net yaw thrust

48 Adjust engine idle NG to 15 12-1-65
maxiraum available

49 Modified T 2 sensor installation 15 15-1-65
in engine inlets to provide
improved accuracy

50 Installed finned tubing in rotor 16 15-1-65
lube system return lines to
provide additional cooling

51 Cleaned both engine compressors 16 15-1-65
with Agra-Shell compound per

General Electric Inatrunti~n

SE 1-155

52 Installed tufts on engine nacelles 16 19-1-65

and pylon for airflow studies

53 Replaced hydraulic pump, engine 1, 16 19-1-65

because of suspected contamination
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Accomplished

Item Preflight

Number Description Numbe r Date

54 Replaced hydraulic pressure flex 16 19-1-65
hoses, engines 1 and 2 (engine 1
line failed)

55 Adjusted blue blade outer pitch 18 22-1-65
link one-half turn to improve blade
tracking

56 Reset fuel control overspeed 18 22-1-65
j solenoids to limit N cutback to
.1 93-percent NG

57 Replaced dither actuator on longi- 18 22-1-65
tudinal control servo actuator

58 Repiaced torn trailing edge section 20 27-1-65
(transition) inboard of Station 91,
yellow blade

59 Installed rotor lube oil cooler 21 29-1-65
and 28-volt d-c blower to provide
additional rotor lube oi! cooling

60 Removed and repaired engine oil 21 2-2-65
"tank, engine 2 inlet

61 Reinstalled modified crossflow 21 3-2-65
"indicator and warn-divert unit

62 Closed both Nf bypass valves in 21 4-2-65
rotor-governing system and

for 100-percent NR governed
speed at 100-degree PLA

63 Revised plumbing for tip pressure 21 5-2-65
transducers, yellow blade and blue
blade, for instrument check; yellow
blade ported to cooling-air duct; blue
blade connected together
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APPENDIX III
PILOT COMMENTS AND QUALITATIVE EVALUATION

SUMMARY

The flying qualities of the XV-9A were found to be adequate for the
mission of Hot Cycle propulsion system research. However, during
the course of the evaluation, several limitations were defined, particu-
larly the longitudinal cyclic control and the collective control that are
available to the pilot with the present gimbaled hub and control system.
It is therefore recommended that in any future Hot Cycle operational
aircraft increased control power and increased damping be provided.

Evaluation of control position data and pilot's qualitative comments
during initial flights (1 to 11) indicated a horizontal stabilizer incidence
of three degrees nose up and rudder setting of five degrees right with
pedals and yaw valve neutral as the best configuration for the remain-
ing flights.

Al] flights were flown with an initial gross weight of approximately
15, 300 pounds and mid center of gravity position. Center of fg-avity
position moved forward in flight with equal fuel burnoff from t1- for-
ward and aft fuel tanks. A fuel management technique was worked out
to maintain center of gravity approximately constant by crossfeeding
both engines from the iorward tank as the flight progressed. This
technique will be further refined for the follow-on test program to
maintain center of gravity within close limits during flight.

LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

The pilot's cyclic control system operation was smooth, and the con-
trol forceh were found satisfactory with either one or both hydraulic
systems operating. Increased longitudinal control sensitivity and con-
trol power would be desirable.

A considerable amount of aft cyclic stick deflection was required dur-
ing lift-off to hover for the maximum forward center of gravity location.

During climb, on occasion, the cyclic stick forward stop was reached.
The limiting factor in left sideward flight was the cyclic stick aft stop.

Stick position versus airspeed had a stable gradient forward stick
deflection for increased airspeed from 70- to 100-knot CAS, and
appeared neutral from 40 to 60 knots. '-
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Pitch stability was low for all flight conditions, but appeared to improve

with forward flight speed.

During entry to low-power descents, large aft movement of the cyclic
stick was required. It is recommended that future autorotational tests

be approached cautiously and from airspeeds of less than 90-knot CAS.
Emergency autorotation from airspeeds greater than 90-knot GAS will
require a programmed collective pitch decrease with airspeed in order

to decrease airspeed to 90-knot CAS before full down collective is
g! reached.

!
Greater pilot attention during minimum or idle-power descents was
required because of lack of full twist-grip authority and mismatch of
engine power levers.

LATERAL CONTROL

Lateral cyclic-control operation was smooth, and the control forces
were found satisfactory. Lateral control sensitivity and control power

Swere adequate for the research flight test program; however, improve-
ment in this area would be required for an operational vehicle. Full
lateral stick deflection was somewhat difficult to obtain with the stick
from three-fourths or further aft, because of interference with the
pilot's legs.

Roll stability was also low, but better than pitch stability. The range
of lateral cyclic-control appeared adequate, and there were no occur-
rcnces ol lat-eral cyclic stick limiting.

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL

Since the XV--9A has a reaction-jet-powered rotor, there is no shaft
torque produced except from rotor-shaft bearing friction. Directional
control in the XV-9A during hover is by means of a reaction-jet yaw
valve in the fuselage tail and by means of aerodynamic rudder surfaces
hinged to the V-tail stabilizers during forward flight.

The yaw valve, located at the rear of the aircraft, bleeds engine ex-
haust gases directly for yaw thrust. Opening of the valve adds total

¶ exit nozzle area, reducing engine backpressure as well as diverting
flow. At any power lever setting of less than full power, the rotor gas
generator governing system will accelerate the gas generators to sus-
tain the rotor power at the level required with yaw valve closed.
There were no significant power control problems or adverse engine

"1I
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characteristics encounterea during full pc-dal hover turns or in level
flight, climb, or descent.

During initial flights, it was determined that full yaw valve opening
was not obtained during hovering turns with full yaw pedal depressed.
Modifications are being incorporated in the directional control system
to correct this deficiency for the follow-on test program.

During hover in ground effect at 6- to 8-foot wheel height, the XV-9A
exhibited a slight right turning tendency, but this characteristic was
not always definite.

During hover at 4-foot wheel height and down to touchdown, the aircraft
turned to the right, and the pilot held left pedal to hold heading; right
cyclic was required to eliminate drift to the left. Aft cyclic was
required to hold the hovering attitude, which was characteristically
nose-low for this flight condition.

During landing with crosswind from the right, the nose-low attitude
and aft stick required were more pronounced.

Directional control sensitivity was adequate, but not as good as that
afforded by tail-rotor systems.

Right pedal wa: squired during translational lift and climb. During
the course of fl:ght test, it was determined that a 5-degree right rud-
der deflection wa-. required for trimmed cruise flight, and the rudder
surfaces were rig - o 5 degrees right with yam- pedals and yaw valve
neutral. Approxim. ely 10-percent right pedal was required during
cruise flight with the rudders rigged to 5 degrees right with pedals and
yaw valve neutral. Du 'ing descents, right pedal was required until the
flare was begun. Approach > hover required left pedal in varying
amounts, depending on the r- .e of flare. Full left pedal was required
during approach to hov- at moderate flare rates.

Aircraft turning rates wer, c~nsidered adequate during sustained full
pedal hovering turns; however, the low directional control sensitivity
required fairly large pe 'al deflections to establish the initial rate of
yaw. Sideward flight to the right was limited by the amount of left yaw
valve opening obtainable. Siceward flight to the left was limited by the
amount of aft cyclic available.
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VERTICAL CONTROL.

Operation of the collective-pitch control was smooth, and sensitivity

was satisfactory. After initial adjustments on the collective load bal-
ance spring, there was no tendency of the control to creep in either
direction.

During lift-off to hover, the aircraft was sensitive to center of gravity
position. Forward center of gravity positions caused a pitch-down
tendency after lift-off, requiring aft cyclic to correct, Fairly level
lift-offs to hover were accomplished with a center of gravity location
from mid to aft position.

Slop in the twist-grip control, in addition to the lack of full authority
from idle to maximum PLA, made rotor-speed control more difficult
for the pilot, particularly during minimum-power descents.

The collective range available was a limiting factor during climb,
where insufficient collective pitch was available to absorb maximum
engine power at 100-percent NR, and during idle power descents,
where insufficient down collective was available to maintain better
than 91-percent NR.

VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS

Translational shake was experienced during transition from hover to
forward flight and during approach to hover. The vibration level was
high during high-power climbs, but reduced considerably during level
flight and descents.

ROTOR-SPEED-GOVERNING

The rotor-speed-governing system, which used a hydraulic rotor-speed
feedback link and the Nf power turbine speed-governing portion of the
T-64 fuel controls, was utilized on all flights. The feasibility of gov-

...... te Hot Cy cle• rotor by these means was Satisfactorily proven.
Additional system development is required to achieve satisfactory
results for all flight conditions and to decrease adjustments.

Rotor-speed-governing was stable for all flight conditions, and there
were no occurrences of engine surge or rotor overspeed. The rotor-
governing system was normally adjusted for a rotor speed of 100 per-
cent at 82. 5-degree PLA with matched engine speeds and full down
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collective. In flight, the twist-grip control was used to compensate
for rotor-speed error above or below 100-percent NR, and the indi-
vidual power levers were used to keep engine speeds, NQ, matched.

The principal difficulty with rotor-speed-governing was the drift of the
Nf input speed signal, which required the pilot to reset PLA during
flight to maintain desired rotor speed. In addition, excessive twist-
grip control was necessary during takeoff to hover, descent, and for
any large change in collective pitch.

Rotor speed increased from 100- to 102-percent NR during lift-off to
hover, which was objectionable to the pilot.
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APPENDIX IV

PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE TEST DATA
AND CORRECTIONS

FUEL FLOW

The estimated performance of the XV-9A presented in Reference 5 is

based on the expected use of hardware components that are considered

typical of production hardware, These items involve the engine,
diverter valves, and the method of oil cooling. The actual XV-9A used
available components, which resulted in a higher fuel consumption than

that predicted using optimum component- The fuel consumption fig-
ures in the main body of the report have been corrected where noted.
This Appendix presents the observed and corrected data and the
method of making these corrections.

Table IV presents observed fuel flow dat.; for all data points taken
during testing. It also includes the procedure for determining correc-
ted fuel flow on the basiL of original assumptions; namely, with quali-
fici'ion test (QT) rather than preliminary flight rating (?T) engines,
and without diverter valve leakage. The groos weights for all hover
points are given, and the basic gas conditions that determine rotcr
pcwer and the equivalent gas power,

Table V presents additional hover fuel data from prior whirl stand
tests (Reference 7) for both uncorrected and corrected conditions.

The curve of gross weight versus uncoi.rected fuel flow (with points
taken from Table V) is shown in Figure 59, wh;ch is to be compared
with Figure 19. The curve of uncorrected specific fuel consumption
versus rotor horsepower (with data from Table IV) is shown in Figure
60, which is to be compared with Figure 34.

Both whirl stand and flight fuelI flows hav. been reduced 3 percent to
correct for diverter valve (2- 1/2 percent), and stationary duct
(1/2 percent) leakage, as measured on the whirl stand. This XV-9A
hardware is not considered typical of production hardware, so the data
have been corrected to reflect the true system performance. There is
reason to believe that leakage exceeded 3 percent during flight tests,
but since a new measurement wa• not made, the whirl test value has
been used throughout the present analysis.

Fuel flow has been corrected to reflect the better T 5 versus P 5 charac-
teristics of the fully qualified T-64 engines as compared with the
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"TABLE V
UNCORRECTED AND CORRECTED WHIRL TEST FUFL FLOW

0D Q') 0 0 D ® 0® ® ®
, Go")";.'-" (w,),'

1-t zCu (Ai qt•.t
5Ruin 1 {-m I hi.---..• d. -. (,.! R 1d1' t ( 1 ,1 ,) 0.,r ,5

2 ~ ~ ~ d p, 10 3 j_ 3Q o~i- ~ )
zz m Ib, 000 43 50 30 4 1,451 934 0 0110o 2,03 3 3133 79o, 0 01110 4. 7 1. 70

9 1 H.000 46 3' 33 4 1. '.05 54h6 0.0130 2,2(, 3 3H2 8,3 0.01. 10 41,.2 .7,u35
10 8, o00 4b 50 35 7 1.535 1,013, 0.01420 2,377 .)2 873 0.012Qf) 4S 2.0),))
11 19.000 4b 50 35 2 1,535 1301b 0 (1420 2,377 413 1)3 0 01280 4r.I 2 no.1

23 7 17.500 4' 80 33 0 1.500 9813 0 01370 2,2, 1 . 72 b53 0 03200 47 011 -. 0
8 19,200 47 30 34 8 1. Sb 1,042 0 013460 2.40<1 43.. q03 0.01270 4'3 6 2.2)0
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preliminary (YT-64) engines used during the testU. This cozrection is
typically approximately 8 percent for the flight tests and approximately
10 percent for the whirl tests. The magnitude of the correction used
in reducing observed fuel flow for Figure 19 is displayed in Figure 22.
The procedure for correcting fuel flow consists of first increasing air-
flow as the inverse square root of T 5 , then reducing fuel/air ratio in
direct proportion to engine temperature rise (T 5 - T 2 ). The final
correction thus varies more than the square root of T 5 , but not so
much as the first power of T 5 .

As an expedient, the XV-9A utilizes compressor bleed to drive an
aspirator system for engine oil cooling. This system imposes an
unnecessarily large fuel consumption penalty, but, to save time and
money, was employed on the research vehicle. In order to reflect the
inherent rotor system performance, the fuel flow attributable to this
bleed extraction has bee:: subtracted from the date as plotted. This
correction was no more than 5 percent. The effect of the bleed is
seen in Figure 26 as an increase of the test fuel/air ratio at a given
engine temperature rise above the predelivery calibration. The cor-
rection of hovering fuel flow for compressor bleed amounts to moving
the fuel/air ratio points from their observed location to the General
Electric calibration lines.

Rotor Horsepower Versus Gas Horsepower Considerations

A tip-jet, or "Hero" turbine of fixed geometry operating at a constant
tip speed produces rotor horsepower that varies linearly with the sup-
ply pressure (above choking pressure) and varies less strongly with
supply temperature. This is contrary to the relationship that most
engineers usually encounter, and may cause some to misinterpret the
rotor power available.

An understanding of this unusual characteristic of the Hot Cycle
propulsion system can best be gained by referring to the equations
that follow. The final results are, of course, independent of the
analytical approach taken herein (which is to show the relationship of
pressure and temperature).

14
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First consider the caSe Of a nonrot€ating rsystM, Wh.-. jet thrust can
be related to the supply pressure and the exit area through the follow-
ing equation: 

F Le 
1

LP e e te J
".1 For 1e . 35 and choked exit flow, this equation becomes:

Fi = CFAle (. 27 Pt - P0)

Temperature enters into this equation only through ), and changes of
a few hundred degrees lead to negligible effects on the jet thrust.

As this system is allowed to rotate, the forces and pressures at the
tip continue to be related by the previous equation; however, coriolis
forces are now present in the ducting that supplies the tip-jet. The
integral of the coriolis forces can be expressed as an equivalent tipdrag by the following equation:

Fc - wvT
C g T

and expanding the mass flow term (choked flow) ieads to

F -0.525 PteSF - g AeT-•-VT

te

Net rotor power becomes:

FY P
RIP = NT -0.55 A te550 FA (1.27 t -P 0 ) * Ae V -T- VT

e g te

It is obvious that increasing gas temperature increases rotor horse-
r ....... only t"lh-rouh a square rout reduction in the coriolis acceleration
term. Meanwhile, the gas horsepower input to the rotor has followed
the equation:

-~78780. 525) Ae te/tGHP = -8W C-_T= 7- C_550 Cp AT 550 VPte P te

4- Therefore, gas horsepower input varies as the square root of absolute
gas temperature for constant pressure and fixed exit area.
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As an example of the effect of gas temperature on rotor power at a
given pressure, calculations were made using gas conditions from
XV-9A flight tests. The variation of rotor horsepower with tempera-

ture was found to be approximately 60 percent of the variation of
gas horsepower with temperature. Thus the Hot Cycle rotor is capa-

ble of utilizing a large portion of the available gas energy.

It should be noted that gas turbine engines can be built with only a
limited spread of temperature with pressure, and best Hot Cycle
performance is obtained with high-pressure engines. Recent studies
have shown that the available high-pressure engines have a pressure-
temperature characteristic such that payload/empty weight ratios in
excess of 2. 0 are attainable in Hot Cycle helicopters.
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